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1 Introduction
1.1 Synaptic transmission
The brain is a highly complex organ, built to receive and process input from the outer world
to elicit an appropriate response of the body to the external stimulus. The computational units of
the brain are neurons, specialised cells that communicate with each other and form a huge,
highly organised network in which information in form of electrical discharges is constantly
exchanged between the cells. A central feature of this network is its nonlinearity, i.e. the ability
to modulate and process information while it is passed along (reviewed in (Silver, 2010)). There
are two main ways of computing and modulating signals in the brain. Firstly, the active and
passive conducting properties of neurons influence how a cell reacts to input and generates
output. Secondly, the sites were information is passed along between cells, the synapses, are
sites of signal modulation and processing. Synapses have been discovered by Santiago Ramón y
Cajal towards the end of the XIXth century and supported the “neuron doctrine”, according to
which the brain is made of discrete units, which only communicate with each other at certain
contact points. This was in contrast to the “reticular theory”, favoured by Ramón y Cajal’s
colleague Camillo Golgi, stating that the nervous system worked as a continuous network of
cellular material, similar to a syncytium (Katz-Sidlow, 1998).
Two fundamentally different types of synapses are known to exist in the brain. At electrical
synapses, the gap junctions, the electrical or chemical signal is directly relayed to the receiver
neurons (Bennett and Zukin, 2004). At chemical synapses though, the signal can be
strengthened or weakened during transmission. The majority of synaptic contacts in the brain
are chemical synapses, which use a variety of chemical compounds, amino acids or small
peptides to transmit the information from the pre- to the postsynaptic terminal. After
neurotransmitter molecules are released, they diffuse over the synaptic cleft and bind to
receptors on the postsynaptic membrane, causing either a depolarisation (excitatory
transmission) or hyperpolarisation (inhibitory transmission). The most common excitatory
neurotransmitter in the mammalian central nervous system (CNS) is glutamate, while the
majority of inhibitory transmission is mediated by γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) (Kandel et al.,
2000). I will focus from now on glutamatergic synapses.
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The synaptic vesicle cycle and the roles of calcium ions
The pre- and postsynaptic terminals are highly specialised and organised compartments.
Presynaptic boutons form and at the end and alongside of an axon (then called varicosities).
When an action potential (AP) enters a presynaptic terminal, the depolarisation opens voltagegated calcium channels, thus leading to an influx of calcium. The elevated calcium levels
subsequently cause the release of neurotransmitter (Katz and Miledi, 1969). Neurotransmitters
are stored in vesicles, which have to undergo a series of preparatory steps (“docking” and
“priming”) before fusing with the membrane at specialised areas called active zones. Many of
the maturation steps of a vesicle are intrinsically slow. It may take up to several minutes until a
newly generated vesicle is attached to the membrane and ready to fuse (Sorensen, 2004). To
enable fusion of vesicles on the observed microsecond time scale after elevation of Ca 2+ in the
terminal (Borst and Sakmann, 1996; Sabatini and Regehr, 1996), synapses contain a set of
primed vesicles that are ready to fuse as soon as calcium ions bind to the sensor. This set of
vesicles is called the “readily releasable pool” (RRP).
After fusion, the membrane is retrieved via endocytosis, fuses with the endosome and buds
off again to form new vesicles (reviewed in Südhof (2004)).

Calcium ions play a variety of roles in the regulation of neurotransmitter release (reviewed
in (Neher and Sakaba, 2008)). The depolarisation of the synaptic membrane during an action
potential opens voltage gated-calcium channels, mainly of the P/Q and N type. At most
synapses, the membrane voltage is so positive during the peak of the action potential that the
driving force for calcium is relatively low. Substantial calcium entry thus occurs during the
falling phase of the action potential and causes a part of the synaptic delay (Lisman et al., 2007).
Interestingly, at cerebellar synapses, relevant calcium entry occurs already at the peak of the
action potential. A possible explanation might be that fast K+ channels prevent a high overshoot,
thus keeping the driving force for Ca2+ ions high (Sabatini and Regehr, 1996; Sabatini and
Regehr, 1999). After an action potential, release of synaptic vesicles occurs first in a brief burst,
the so-called synchronous release, followed by a decaying tail of asynchronous release.
The fast synchronous vesicle release from a synapse is also possible because the Ca 2+
concentration does not need to rise uniformly throughout the cytoplasm. The elevated
concentration in close vicinity to the clustered Ca2+ channels at the active zone form a very short
lived microdomain, where calcium concentrations can reach levels of up to 200µM in the squid
giant synapse and up to 10-25µM at mammalian central synapses (Llinas et al., 1992; Mintz et
al., 1995; Naraghi and Neher, 1997; Bollmann et al., 2000; Schneggenburger and Neher, 2000;
Serulle et al., 2007). Determining the exact spatial and temporal dimensions of such a
microdomain is not straightforward, due to their very small size and short duration. By calcium
uncaging experiments in the calyx of Held, it was possible to measure the relationship between
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intracellular Ca2+ and vesicle release. These results were used to deduce the amplitude and
temporal half-width of the microdomains caused by an action potential (Bollmann et al., 2000;
Schneggenburger and Neher, 2000). The very fast time course (400µs half width) of the
elevation was confirmed by Bollmann and Sakmann (2005), who showed that longer Ca2+
transients would result in prolonged rise times of excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs).
This already indicates that the waveform and the time course of the ESPSC is tightly
coupled to the action potential waveform (Bollmann and Sakmann, 2005).
Studies in Aplysia found that serotonin closes potassium channels and thus broadens the
action potential, leading to enhanced calcium influx and neurotransmitter release (Augustine,
1990; Byrne and Kandel, 1996). The influence that spike broadening has on transmitter release
depends on the presynaptic calcium channels and on the sensitivity of the release apparatus. In
the squid, the main effect of an increased action potential width is the opening of more calcium
channels. In the synapses formed by cerebellar granule cells of the rat, spike broadening caused
an increased calcium influx by increasing the opening time of the channels without affecting
greatly the peak amplitude (Sabatini and Regehr, 1997). Use-dependent changes in the action
potential wave form influence the synaptic strength also in the hippocampal mossy fibre
synapse and in the calyx of Held (Wheeler et al., 1996; Borst and Sakmann, 1999; Geiger and
Jonas, 2000; Ishikawa et al., 2003).
Sabatini and Regehr (1997) showed that release at the parallel fibre – Purkinje cell synapse
depends more on the total calcium influx than on the peak current and that there is a linear
relationship between AP width and calcium entry in this terminal, while the calcium entry and
release were best fitted with by a power law (Mintz et al., 1995). The power law of the form
(1)
reflects that multiple calcium ions work together to trigger release (Dodge and Rahamimoff,
1967). Here, k is a constant and n is the slope of the linear fit when plotted on a doublelogarithmic scale. Depending on the study, it ranges between 2.5 and 4 (Mintz et al., 1995;
Sabatini and Regehr, 1997; Foster et al., 2005). Formula (1) was determined by modulating
presynaptic calcium entry in a variety of ways, such as reducing the extracellular calcium
concentration, blocking Ca2+ channels with Cd2+ or selectively blocking families of channels
with toxins. Like this, it was found that the set of Ca2+ channels in the presynaptic terminal is
different from that in the granule cell soma and that ω-Aga-VIA sensitive channels are more
efficient at triggering release at this synapse. The parallel fibre – Purkinje cell synapse is very
small, so a direct control over intracellular calcium levels is difficult. In the calyx of Held, Ca 2+
uncaging studies were used to assess the calcium dependence of transmitter release (Bollmann
et al., 2000; Schneggenburger and Neher, 2000). The relationship between intracellular Ca2+
(Cai) and release was highly non-linear, with a high cooperativity in the range of 2 – 10 µM and
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a low cooperativity for concentrations ≤ 1µM. Like in the cerebellum, the relationship could be
fitted with a power law with exponents between 3 and 6. However, for low concentrations the
power law did not provide an accurate explanation. Lou et al. (2005) suggested an allosteric
model with five calcium-binding-sites, which adds a rate constant that allows fusion of vesicles
without bound calcium. In this model, only one calcium sensor is needed. Another study by Sun
et al. (2007) explained the deviations from the power law with the actions of a second highaffinity calcium sensor.
The quantal theory introduced by Jose del Castillo and Bernard Katz (1954) lead to the
establishment of the concept of synaptic strength, which states that the postsynaptic response R
is the product of three basal parameters of a synapse; the number of releasable quanta (N), the
probability to release a synaptic vesicle pr and the quantal size q (Zucker, 1973). The identity of
N is still not well defined; it can refer to the number of releasable vesicles, the number of
release sites or the number of active zones. The quantal size q is the postsynaptic response to the
release of a single vesicle. The release of a vesicle following an action potential is a binomial
process with release probability pr. Based on the observation that the number of quantal peaks in
the postsynaptic response amplitude histogram was equal to the anatomically observed synaptic
connections, it was postulated that only one vesicle can be released per release site and action
potential (Korn et al., 1981; Stevens and Wang, 1995; Buhl et al., 1997; Silver et al., 2003; Biró
et al., 2005). This reduces the computational power of a synapse and makes transmission
crucially dependent on vesicle replenishment (Stevens and Wang, 1995; Dobrunz and Stevens,
1997). At other synapses, it is well-established that multiple vesicles can be released by one
action potential, e.g. at the ribbon synapse on AII amacrine cells (Singer et al., 2004), some
synapses in the hippocampus (Tong and Jahr, 1994; Oertner et al., 2002), the climbing fibre –
Purkinje cell synapse (Wadiche and Jahr, 2001), and the parallel fibre – Purkinje cell synapse
(Foster et al., 2005).
The amount of neurotransmitter that is released is proportional to the fraction of occupied
postsynaptic receptors. If this fraction is large, the additional release of vesicles does not lead to
a further increase of the postsynaptic current; the receptors are saturated. Further, AMPA
receptors show desensitisation upon prolonged exposure to glutamate (Trussell and Fischbach,
1989; Jones and Westbrook, 1996), thus adding a further mechanism to limiting the size of the
postsynaptic EPSC.
The reliable transmission of a train of action potentials requires a constant replenishment of
releasable vesicles. Dittman and Regehr (1998) found that recovery from depression at the
climbing fibre – Purkinje cell synapse occurs on three time scales, the fastest of which is
dependent on residual calcium that remains in the terminal after an action potential. They
suggest an involvement of Ca2+ in endocytosis of vesicular membrane, as this has been
described as the rate-limiting factor in recovery from exocytosis and the time courses are
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identical. Alternatively, residual calcium might drive the shift of a temporarily refractory release
site (Dobrunz et al., 1997) to a release-competent site.

1.2 Short-term plasticity
The ability of a neuron to adapt its output as response to changes in the input frequency or
intensity enables the nervous system to perform the ultra-fast computations necessary to react to
the ever-changing environment. The modulation of synaptic strength on a milliseconds to
seconds time scale is called short-term plasticity and was first described in the neuromuscular
junction (Eccles et al., 1941). During prolonged stimulation, an increase in the postsynaptic
response was observed. This “facilitation” is one of the two manifestations of short-term
plasticity (STP). The other form represents a decrease in the postsynaptic response after a first
pulse and is called depression. Facilitation and depression are interlaced processes in a synapse,
and they both shape the response measured on the postsynaptic side. This leads to a broad
variety of possible outcomes, in which either facilitation or depression dominates, or where a
postsynaptic response is first enhanced and later depressed (Figure 1). During the years since
the first description of facilitation, a variety of other short term modulations of synaptic strength
have been described, which differ in their specific outcome and time scale and will not be
further addressed in this thesis.

Figure 1. The different forms of short-term plasticity. Three different synapses show three different
forms of short-term-plasticity upon stimulation with a 50 Hz train. The parallel fibre – Purkinje cell
synapse (PF, left) shows robust facilitation, the climbing fibre – Purkinje cell synapse (CF, middle)
depresses and the Schaffer collateral (SC, right) first facilitates and then depresses. Adapted from
Dittman et al. (2000).

A transient increase in pr, leading to an enhanced release of transmitter-containing vesicles
has been shown to be the basis of facilitation. If this increase is not accompanied by
14

replenishment of the pool of releasable vesicles, the synapse will start to depress as the vesicle
pool is depleted (Zucker and Regehr, 2002). This already points to the finding that STP is of
presynaptic origin, however postsynaptic mechanisms like receptor saturation (Tong and Jahr,
1994) or desensitisation (Trussell and Fischbach, 1989; Jones and Westbrook, 1996) also shape
the response to a stimulus train and can lead to a decrease in the response amplitude.
Since the release of neurotransmitter is so tightly related to intracellular Ca2+ concentrations,
a role for Ca2+ in facilitation is not surprising. The experiments by Katz and Miledi (1968) laid
the basis for the theory of calcium-dependence of facilitation. Several possibilities to increase
the Ca2+ concentration during repeated activity are imaginable. Firstly, the action potential could
be broadened during a stimulus train (e.g.(Klein and Kandel, 1980; Augustine, 1990). This
would lead to an increased Ca2+ influx and thus to enhanced transmitter release. In the
mammalian nervous system, this was found at pituitary terminals (Jackson et al., 1991), at
hippocampal mossy fibre terminals (Wheeler et al., 1996; Geiger and Jonas, 2000), and in the
calyx of Held (Borst and Sakmann, 1999; Ishikawa et al., 2003) but not at the parallel fibre –
Purkinje cell synapse (Sabatini and Regehr, 1997). Secondly, an increased Ca2+ influx through
voltage-gated Ca2+ channels was described in the calyx of Held (Borst and Sakmann, 1998;
Cuttle et al., 1998), however, also this mechanisms were found not to be sufficient to explain
the sometimes very high facilitation rates of up to 500% (Zucker and Regehr, 2002). The most
widely accepted hypothesis is that Ca2+ remaining in the terminal after an action potential
causes facilitation (Katz and Miledi, 1968; Kamiya and Zucker, 1994; Regehr et al., 1994;
Atluri and Regehr, 1996). In the beginning of the “residual calcium hypothesis” it was proposed
that residual calcium (Cares) simply adds up to the Ca2+ entering during a depolarisation (Katz
and Miledi, 1968). The idea was soon questioned, since Cares is two orders of magnitude smaller
than the local Ca2+ signal triggering release. This led to the idea of a second calcium sensor with
a high affinity that acts at some spatial distance to the main sensor and correspondingly gets
activated after the microdomain Ca2+ has equilibrated with the cytosol (Yamada and Zucker,
1992).
The residual calcium hypothesis was supported by the finding that EGTA in the presynaptic
terminal removed most of the facilitation and greatly reduced Cares. Due to its slow kinetics,
EGTA does not interfere with the peak Ca2+ signal triggering phasic release but buffers Cares in
a dose-dependent manner.
Facilitation depends on the interval with which the stimuli arrive at the synapse and has
been shown to decay nearly exponentially in the parallel fibre – Purkinje cell synapse. This
decay has a very similar time course to the decay of Cares, adding further evidence to the
importance of Cares. However, a small fraction of facilitation persisted, which was attributed to
the intrinsic kinetics of a high-affinity Ca2+sensor for facilitation (Regehr and Atluri, 1995;
Atluri and Regehr, 1996).
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Changing Ca2+ influx by alterations of external Ca2+ (Cae) or block of Ca2+ channels has also
been used to evaluate the relation of STP and Cai. Less Cai reduced the release probability and
with that depression caused by depletion of vesicles. This can resemble facilitation, although a
genuine increase in facilitation due to desaturation of the release machinery is also possible. At
synapses whose release apparatus is far from saturation and with little depression due to
depletion, a reduction of Cae can also cause a decrease of facilitation, as Cares driving facilitation
is consequently also reduced (Zucker and Regehr, 2002).
Endogenous Ca2+ binding proteins can influence STP. The genetic deletion of the Ca2+
binding protein parvalbumin increased facilitation at cerebellar interneuron – Purkinje cell
synapses (Caillard et al., 2000). When endogenous buffers like parvalbumin get saturated,
additional Ca2+ will add nonlinearly to the microdomain Ca2+ and have an impact of STP
(Neher, 1998; Blatow et al., 2003).
Taken together, STP is highly complex and the processes that govern it are far from
understood. By purely postsynaptic recordings, it is difficult to understand and identify the
molecular processes that cause a change in STP. As facilitation and depression are intermingled,
changing one of them will result in a different behaviour of the other, as shown above on the
example of changed extracellular calcium. Therefore, incorporating additional techniques like
presynaptic calcium imaging into a study of synaptic plasticity is of high usefulness.

1.3 Potassium channels in the central nervous system
Potassium channels are the largest and most diverse family of ion channels, with more than
80 genes identified in mammals. This large variety enables each cell type to select a specific
subset of channels that meets its specific needs. Potassium channels can be divided in classes
depending on their structure and function. A large class is formed by the voltage-gated
potassium channels. In neurons, they are important modulators of the resting potential, control
excitability and repolarise the membrane after an action potential (Hille, 2001). The first
potassium channel cloned was a Drosophila channel of the Shaker family (Papazian et al.,
1987), a group of channels whose mutation caused leg shaking in anaesthetised flies (Kaplan
and Trout, 1969).When expressed in Xenopus oocytes, the channel turned out to conduct a fastinactivating K+ current. This A-type current has also in mammals a very important function in
repolarising the action potential. However, as described in section 1.2, A-type currents can show
cumulative inactivation during trains of action potentials, thus causing a widening of the pulse.
Soon after the discovery of Shaker, related channels were cloned and named accordingly Shal,
Shab, and Shaw. They correspond to the mammalian families Kv1 to Kv4 and encode currents
that range from fast inactivating to slow delayed rectifier. The delayed rectifier channels are the
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most common voltage gated K+ channels in mammalian axonal membranes. Their activation
speed varies from very fast to rather slow and they generally do not show inactivation.
Potassium channels which open close to the resting potential or and/or show little voltage
dependence are important for setting the membrane potential. The membrane potential governs
for example the resting Ca2+ level and thus indirectly modulates the probability of
neurotransmitter release (Awatramani et al., 2005; Hori and Takahashi, 2009; Christie et al.,
2011).

1.4 Ether-à-go-go channels
1.4.1 Properties of Eag channels
Ether-à-go-go 1 (KV10.1, KCNH1, referred to as Eag1 from now on) is the founding
member of the EAG-family of potassium channels. This family comprises three subfamilies: the
EAG subfamily with Eag1 and Eag2 (KCNH5), the ERG (Eag-related-gene) subfamily with
Erg1-3 and the ELK (eag-like-K+-channels) subfamily with Elk1a, 1b and 3 (Bauer and
Schwarz, 2001).
An Eag channel was first described in Drosophila melanogaster, where its mutation caused
leg-shaking under ether anaesthesia (Kaplan and Trout, 1969). Cloning and analysis of the locus
revealed a protein with characteristics resembling voltage-gated ion channels (Bruggemann et
al., 1993; Warmke and Ganetzky, 1994). Homologues of the channel have been identified in
mammals (rat (Ludwig et al., 1994), mouse (Warmke and Ganetzky, 1994; Robertson et al.,
1996), human (Occhiodoro et al., 1998) and bovine forms (Frings et al., 1998)) and in
nematodes (egl-2, (Weinshenker et al., 1999)). All of them have in common that they form
tetramers, each subunit consisting of six transmembrane segments (S1-S6) with long
intracellular N- and C-termini (Bauer and Schwarz, 2001). On both termini, several regulatory
domains are found, which differ in their composition and functionality between the species. The
C-terminus of Drosophila Eag (dEag) can bind to CaMKII (Wang et al., 2002) and serve as a
platform for CaMKII-activation in the absence of calmodulin (Sun et al., 2004). dEag channels
are further regulated by cyclic nucleotides and permeable to calcium ions (Bruggemann et al.,
1993). Mammalian Eag channels on the other hand have a shorter C-terminus, which lacks the
residues responsible for CaMKII interaction, are not regulated by cyclic nucleotides and are
non-permeable to calcium (Ludwig et al., 1994; Warmke and Ganetzky, 1994; Robertson et al.,
1996; Brelidze et al., 2009). They have, however, three calmodulin binding domains (Ziechner
et al., 2006). A cartoon of an Eag1 subunit is shown in Figure 2. The closely related Eag2
channel (Saganich et al., 1999; Ludwig et al., 2000) shows 73% sequence identity to Eag1 and
has been shown to form heteromers (Schönherr et al., 2002a).
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In heterologous expression systems, mammalian Eag1-mediated currents are rather slowly
activating outward currents that do not inactivate (Ludwig et al., 1994; Robertson et al., 1996).
They are regulated by a range of agents such as extracellular Mg2+and H+-ions (Terlau et al.,
1996) and submicromolar levels of intracellular calcium via several calmodulin molecules
binding to the N- and C-terminus (Stansfeld et al., 1996; Meyer and Heinemann, 1998; Ziechner
et al., 2006; Gonçalves and Stühmer, 2010). Unlike most other potassium channels, Eag1 is
permeable to caesium ions (Pardo et al., 1998).

Figure 2. A cartoon of an Eag1 subunit. Some of its regulatory regions are included. S1 – S4,
transmembrane segments. PAS/PAC, the Per-Arnt-Sim domain. CaMBD, Calmodulin binding domains.
cNBD, non-functional cyclic nucleotide binding domain. Assembly, the coiled-coil tetramerisation
domain.

The most remarkable property of Eag1 currents is the strong dependence of the activation
kinetics on the holding potential, an effect reminiscent of the one described by Cole and Moore
(Cole and Moore, 1960; Ludwig et al., 1994). The effect is so strong that it can serve as a
hallmark to identify native Eag currents (Meyer and Heinemann, 1998) and positively correlated
with concentration of extracellular Mg2+ ions (Terlau et al., 1996). The Cole-Moore shift is
thought to be due to the existence of more than one voltage-gated closed state that has to be
passed during opening from more hyperpolarised potentials, while at less polarised potentials
only one state transition has to take place. For human Eag1 channels, two gating modes have
been proposed; one slow, sigmoidal transition taking place at hyperpolarised potentials and a
faster transition at more depolarised potentials (Schönherr et al., 2002b).
Current through Eag1 channels is blocked by extracellular TEA with an IC50 between 7 and
28mM, (Ludwig et al., 1994; García-Ferreiro et al., 2004). No highly specific chemical blockers
are available; the H1 Histamine-receptor antagonist astemizole is the only compound showing a
selective blockade of all channels of the EAG family. It permeates the lipid bilayer and can bind
to the open channel from the intracellular side. Imipramine and other organic compounds
provide a reliable, but unspecific block of Eag channels (García-Ferreiro et al., 2004).
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The only known way to specifically block Eag1 currents is application of a monoclonal
antibody against the extracellular pore region (mAB56), which binds only during the open state
of a channel and blocks 60% of the current after 20 minutes incubation with regularly repeated
1-s depolarisations of the cell (Gómez-Varela et al., 2007).

1.4.2 Expression and physiological role
Drosophila melanogaster
The loss of functional Eag channels in Drosophila (Kaplan and Trout, 1969) causes
rhythmic leg-shaking under ether anaesthesia, which gave the channel its name. Work by
Ganetzky and Wu (1983) and Wu et al (1983) showed that deletion of Eag causes high
frequency firing of spontaneous action potentials in the motor neurons and an increase in the
amplitude and duration of the endplate potential at the neuromuscular junction, thus causing
enhanced neurotransmitter release. It is present in the axons and terminals of motor nerves
innervating body wall muscles of third instar larvae (Wang et al., 2002) and colocalises with
synaptobrevin (Sun et al., 2004). Further, dEag has been implicated in transducing a subset of
odours in the antennae (Dubin et al., 1998) and a form of associative learning (Griffith et al.,
1994).

Mammalian Eag1
The expression of mammalian Eag1 is normally restricted to the CNS (Ludwig et al., 1994;
Saganich et al., 2001; Martin et al., 2008), except for a transient expression immediately before
the fusion of human myoblasts (Bijlenga et al., 1998) and ectopic expression in about 75% of
human tumours (Pardo et al., 1999). In the brain, both RNA and protein are widely distributed.
Highest expression of RNA is seen in the cerebral cortex, the olfactory bulb, the CA2 and CA3
region and the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus and the granule layer of the cerebellum
(Ludwig et al., 2000; Saganich et al., 2001). The latter study did not observe a signal in
inhibitory interneurons as determined by immunostaining. An immunohistochemistry study
(Martin et al., 2008) revealed some interesting differences between mRNA and protein
expression. In many regions, the observed staining matched the mRNA expression, for example
in the cerebral cortex and the olfactory bulb. In the hippocampus, protein was detected in all
regions, while mRNA was obviously weaker in the CA1 than in CA2 and CA3 regions. Further,
a staining was observed in the brainstem, where no mRNA had been detected and, most
strikingly, in the Purkinje layer of the cerebellum, but no protein in the granule cell layer. This
is exactly opposite to the observed mRNA pattern.
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There are controversial results concerning the exact subcellular localisation of Eag1. A
study by Jeng et al. (2005) reported Eag1 mainly in postsynaptic regions of hippocampal
neurons. This was concluded from the staining observed “opposite” of presynaptic markers.
Gómez-Varela et al. (2010) used single particle tracking on cultured hippocampal neurons to
determine the subcellular localisation of the channel and its mobility. The majority of the Eag1
was detected in axonal regions, and it was shown that the lateral diffusion of the channel is
greatly diminished once it entered synaptic regions. This was suggested to be mediated by fast
interaction with cytoskeletal components. The same study also showed electron micrographs of
synapses, where Eag1 was labelled with gold particle-coupled antibodies and detected in the
presynaptic terminals.
The predominantly cytoplasmic signal for Eag1 as seen by Martin et al. (2008) and partly
also in the immunocytochemistry study by Jeng et al. (2005) might be due to the very high
turnover rate of the channel. About 1% of surface molecules per minute get internalised, and
about 30% of these are reinserted into the membrane within 30 minutes (Kohl et al., 2011).
Most research concerning Eag1 is focused on its role in oncogenesis, very few studies deal
with Eag1 and its function in the central nervous system. In fact, the only studies about
mammalian Eag1 investigate its expression after transient ischemia (de Oliveira et al., 2012)
and in brains of isolated reared rats (Martin et al., 2010) and did not show any involvement of
the channel.
In summary, there is no knowledge about the physiological function of the channel, while
the precise subcellular localisation remains under debate.

1.4.3 The cerebellum as a model system
The largest part of the experimental work presented here was performed in the cerebellar
cortex, which is very suitable for electrophysiological recordings in acute slices with the aim to
evaluate synaptic properties.
The cerebellum is thought to underlie fine-tuning of movements and posture as well as
motor learning. The cerebellar cortex has a three-layered structure and is stereotypically
organised throughout the organ. The layers are easily identifiable even at low magnification and
contain specific cell types at specific locations. All input to the cerebellum arrives via the mossy
fibres to the granule cells. The granule cells send their axons into the molecular layer, where
they bifurcate to form parallel fibres. Theses fibres can run up to several millimetres along the
horizontal axis of the cortex, thereby forming excitatory synapses on Purkinje cell dendrites and
molecular layer interneurons; stellate cells and basket cells (Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974). These
interneurons form a feed-forward inhibitory circuit on Purkinje cells as well as other
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interneurons (Bao et al., 2010). Purkinje cells are the largest neurons in the mammalian brain
and form a monolayer between the granule- and molecular layer. They have an extensive
dendritic tree that extends in the molecular layer, perpendicular to the direction of the parallel
fibres. One Purkinje cell can receive input from up to 180,000 granule cells, while in general
each granule cell makes only one synapse on a given Purkinje cell. Purkinje cells are the only
output cells in the cerebellar cortex and send their axons to the deep cerebellar nuclei, where
they inhibit the tonically firing neurons of the nuclei. They receive further excitatory input via
the climbing fibre from the inferior olive. Each climbing fibre innervates a single Purkinje cell
and forms multiple synapses on the soma and proximal dendrite (Kandel et al., 2000).

1.5 Aim of the study
The majority of research concerning Eag1 deals with its implication in oncogenesis (e.g. Pardo
et al., 1999; Gómez-Varela et al., 2007; Downie et al., 2008) or its biophysical properties (e.g.
Ludwig et al., 1994; Terlau et al., 1996; Schönherr et al., 2002b; Lörinczi et al., 2009), while the
studies about Eag1 in the CNS are sparse. The existing studies focused mainly on its expression
pattern in the brain (Saganich et al., 2001; Jeng et al., 2005; Martin et al., 2008). While the
expression in neurons is undebated, there are two contradicting studies regarding the exact
subcellular localisation of the channel. While Jeng et al. (2005) claim postsynaptic expression,
Gómez-Varela et al. (2010) report preferably presynaptic localisation in hippocampal neurons.
Both studies used immunostainings, the only study based on functional properties reported
Eag1-like currents in the inner nuclear membrane of transfected cells (Chen et al., 2011). Two
studies about Eag1 function in the mammalian CNS found no participation of Eag1 in stress- or
ischemia-related pathways (Martin et al., 2010; de Oliveira et al., 2012). No study has dealt with
the physiological role of Eag1 in brain or reported a native Eag1-current in a neuron.

The first step in elucidating the physiological role of Eag1 in the CNS was therefore to
determine the site of functional Eag1 expression in neurons. This was accomplished by western
blot and by electrophysiological measurements on the pre- and postsynaptic terminals in the rat
calyx of Held synapse in the brainstem.

To further analyse Eag1 function in neurons, the cerebellum was used as a model system. Since
mRNA or protein was reported in the cell bodies of granule- and Purkinje cells, their
electrophysiological properties were evaluated and compared between WT and Eag1 knockout
(KO) mice.
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Synaptic transmission between several types of cerebellar neurons was analysed concerning
EPSC kinetics and short-term plasticity. Further, two-photon calcium imaging was employed to
visualize and evaluate calcium influx into presynaptic terminals of WT and Eag1 KO mice.

To my knowledge, this is the first study measuring an Eag1 compatible current in a neuron. In
addition, no study exists that probes the physiological function of Eag1 in the mammalian CNS.
It was possible to describe the consequences of the loss of Eag1 using a combination of
electrophysiology and imaging, showing the importance of Eag1 in synaptic transmission.
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2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Solutions
Table 1: Solutions used in this study

Name

Component

Concentration

Immunohistochemistry
PBS

NaCl
Na2HPO4
KCl
KH2PO4
pH 7.3

137mM
43mM
27mM
15mM

Fixation solution

Paraformaldehyde
PBS

4%

Blocking solution

Horse serum
TritonX-100
PBS

4%
0.2%

Permeabilization solution

TritonX-100
PBS

0.4%

Solution for primary antibody

Horse serum
TritonX-100
PBS

1%
0.05%

Solution for secondary antibody

Horse serum
PBS

1,5%

TBE

Tris
Boric acid
EDTA
pH 8,0

89mM
89mM
1mM

Lysis buffer for protein extraction

Tris-HCl
NaCl
TritonX-100
EDTA
pH 8.0

25mM
75mM
0.5%
2.5mM

NuPAGE LDS Sample Buffer (4x)

TrisHCl
Tris base
LDS
Glycerol
EDTA
SERVA Blue G250
Phenol Red

106mM
141mM
2%
10%
0.51mM
0.22mM
0.175mM

Biochemistry
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pH 8.5
Loading buffer

NuPage LDS Sample Buffer
(4x)
NuPage Reducing Agent (10x)
ddH2O
sample

2.5µl

Running buffer upper chamber

Tris-Acetate buffer (20x)
ddH2O
NuPage Antioxidant

10ml
190ml
500µl

Running buffer lower chamber

Tris-Acetate buffer (20x)
ddH2O

40ml
760ml

Transfer buffer

ddH2O
Methanol
NaHCO3
Na2CO3
SDS

800ml
200ml
10mM
3mM
0.01%

TBST

Tris
NaCl
Tween-20

20mM
150mM
0.05%

Sucrose slicing solution

NaCl
Sucrose
NaCO3
NaH2PO4
KCl
Glucose
CaCl2
MgCl2
Magic supplement

60mM
120mM
25mM
1.25mM
2.5mM
25mM
0.1mM
3mM
5ml

Artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF)

NaCl
KCl
NaHCO3
NaH2PO4
Glucose
CaCl2
MgCl2
Magic supplement

125mM
2.5mM
25mM
1.25mM
25mM
2mM
1mM
5ml

Magic supplement
(final concentration)

L-ascorbic acid
Myo-inositol
Na-pyruvate

0.4mM
3mM
2mM

Cs+-based intracellular solution (CIS)

Cs-gluconate
CsCl
Hepes
MgATP
NaGTP

135mM
5mM
10mM
5mM
0.5mM

1µl
6.5 – xµl
xµl

Electrophysiology
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EGTA

1mM

K-based intracellular solution

K-gluconate
KCl
Hepes
MgATP
NaGTP
EGTA

135
5
10
5
0.5
0.1-1

intracellular solution for Ca2+-imaging
(K1)

K-gluconate

150mM

NaCl
MgATP
Na3GTP
Hepes
Oregon Green BAPTA-1

10mM
3
0.3
10
0.1

2.2 Toxins
Table 2: Toxins used in this study

Name
Tetrodotoxin
TEA-Cl
QX-314 (chloride salt)
SR95531 (gabazine)

Obtained from
Alomone
Merck
Sigma
Tocris

2.3 Antibodies
Table 3: Primary antibodies used in this study.*EP, electrophysiology; WB, western blotting; IHC,
immunohistochemistry

Name

Host

epitope

clonality

dilution

application obtained from

mAB56 Mouse

pore region of Eag1

monoclonal

1:20

EP*

9391

Rabbit

C-terminus of Eag1

polyclonal

1:1500

WB*

actin

goat

actin

polyclonal

1:2000

WB

Abcam

Pore region of Eag1 monoclonal

1:100

IHC*

L.A. Pardo (GómezVarela et al., 2010)

Vesicular glutamate
polyclonal
transporter 1

1:2000

IHC

Chemicon

mAB62 Mouse
VGlut1

Guineapig

2.4 Primers
Table 4: Primers used for genotyping

Primer 1
Primer 2
Primer 3

CATGATGATTGGCTGTGAGTATG
TGCGTACATGGTGCTTGATTTC
CCCTCTTTCCACTAACAGCATC
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L.A. Pardo (GómezVarela et al., 2007)
L.A. Pardo (Napp et al.,
2005)

2.5 Genotyping
2.5.1 DNA isolation from mouse tails and Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
Mouse tails were incubated with 20mg/ml protein kinase K for at least two hours at 56°C,
1000rpm. After that, they were centrifuged at 16000xg in an Eppendorf table centrifuge and the
supernatant was transferred into a new tube. 400µl ice-cold ethanol were added and the sample
mixed thoroughly. After centrifugation for 20 min at 16000xg, the supernatant was discarded
and the pellet was washed twice with 800µl of 70% ethanol. The sample was again centrifuged
for 5 min at 16000xg and the supernatant discarded carefully to remove all ethanol. The pellet
was dissolved in 80-100µl H2O and incubated a few minutes at 60°C, 300rpm, to let any
residual ethanol evaporate. The DNA was stored in the refrigerator until further usage. The
concentration was not determined after isolation.
All primers for the genotyping PCR were obtained from Metabion (Table 4). Eag1 WT alleles
were amplified by primers 1 and 3, Eag1 KO alleles by primers 2 and 3. The amplification
procedure was identical for both genotypes as follows:
Step 1: 4 minutes at 95°C
Step 2: 5 × Touchdown cycle:
30 seconds at 95°C
30s at 64 to 60°C, decreasing each round by 1°C
30s at 72°C
Step 3: 25 × amplification cycle:
30s at 95°C
30s at 60°C
30s at 72°C
Step 4: 7 min at 72°C
Step 5: maintaining the sample at 4°C

The reaction mixture for each sample (0.5µl DNA) contained:
0.5µl dNTP mixture, 10mM of each dNTP (Genecraft by Biotherm)
2.5µl Mg2+ containing buffer (Qiagen)
0.5µl primer 1 (10mM)
0.5 µl primer 2 (10mM)
0.5µl primer 3 (10mM)
0.5µl Taq polymerase (Genecraft by Biotherm)
20µl H2O
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2.5.2 Agarose gel electrophoresis
Agarose gel electrophoresis was used to separate DNA fragments obtained by PCR. Briefly,
1.5g of agarose (Invitrogen) were mixed with TBE buffer and heated in a microwave until the
agarose was completely dissolved. The agarose was poured in a chamber containing a comb
with the desired number of pockets and 0.5mg/ml ethidium bromide were added and thoroughly
distributed. The gel was allowed to solidify for at least 20 minutes. The PCR product was mixed
with 8µl running buffer (TBE), and loaded on the gel. The gel was run at 120 V for 10 to 15 min
in TBE buffer. The ethidium bromide labelled DNA fragments were visualised under UV light.

2.6 Immunohistochemistry
For immunohistochemistry staining in the rat calyx of Held, p9 rats were decapitated, their
brains extracted and immediately placed in fixation solution. After 24 hours, 60µm thick slices
were cut on a vibratome (Campden Instruments) and collected in a 24-well plate containing
PBS. The tissue was permeabilised in 0.4%Triton in PBS for 30 min, followed by 30min to 1h
blocking in blocking solution (Table 1). The primary antibodies were applied in 1% horse
serum, 0.05% Triton in PBS overnight at 4°C. The next day, the slices were washed twice in
PBS for ten minutes and the secondary antibodies (Alexa-488 coupled goat-anti-mouse and
Alexa-564 coupled goat-anti-guinea pig, Invitrogen) were applied in 1.5% horse serum for two
hours at room temperature during gentle agitation. After washing twice with PBS for ten
minutes, the slices were dipped in ddH2O, mounted on glass slides and covered with the
mounting medium Immu-Mount (Thermo Scientific) under a glass coverslip. Samples were
allowed to dry for at least 12 hours at 4°C. Imaging was performed with a Leica SP2 laser
scanning confocal microscope and the obtained images were analysed with Fiji software
package.

2.7 Biochemical experiments
2.7.1 Preparation of protein homogenates
For preparation of whole-brain homogenate, mice were killed by CO2 inhalation and their
brains quickly removed and placed in an Eppendorf cup in liquid nitrogen. A Styrofoam bowl
was filled with liquid nitrogen and a mortar placed inside. Like this, the brain was powdered at
the lowest possible temperature to help preservation of membrane proteins. The powder was
transferred to a glass tube containing 2.5ml lysis buffer (Table 1) per brain and homogenised by
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a motor-driven glass-teflon homogeniser. The sample was incubated on ice for 20 to 30 minutes
and afterwards centrifuged at 14,000xg at 4°C for 15 minutes. The supernatant was transferred
to a new tube and again centrifuged under the same conditions. This was repeated once more
and the final supernatant frozen until used.
For lysis of cultured cells, cells were mechanically detached using a cell scraper and
transferred with the medium to a centrifugation tube. After 2 minutes centrifugation at 600g, the
supernatant was discarded and the cells resuspended in 1ml phosphate buffered saline (PBS,
Table 1). The cells were centrifuged for 3 minutes at 600xg and the pellet again resuspended in
1ml PBS. These two steps were repeated and the triple volume of lysis buffer was added to the
pellet. After 30 minutes incubation at room temperature, the cells were centrifuged for 15
minutes at maximal speed at 4°C. The supernatant was collected and frozen until further use.
The protein concentrations were determined by using the BCA protocol according to the
directions provided by the producer (Pierce).
Subcellular fractions were kindly provided by Dr. C. Biesemann, Dept. Molecular
Neurobiology who performed subcellular fractionation according to the protocol reported in
(Kalla et al., 2006).

2.7.2 SDS-PAGE and western blotting
With sodium-dodecyl-sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), proteins
can be separated according to their molecular weight as they migrate through the pores of the
gel in an electrical field. To prepare samples for separation in a SDS-PAGE, protein samples
were mixed with LDS-loading-buffer (Table 1) and boiled for ten minutes before 15µg total
protein were loaded on a 3-8% gradient NuPAGE Tris-Acetate gel (Invitrogen). The gel
chamber was filled with running buffer (Table 1) and the electrophoresis was performed at
150V, 45mA for 90 minutes. After separation, the proteins were transferred to a nitrocellulose
membrane by a gradient electrophoresis. The starting voltage of 10mV was raised to 50mV in
steps of 10mV every 10 minutes, followed by 30 minutes at 50mV. The membrane was then
rinsed in ddH2O and dried overnight for western blotting.
Western blotting is a method to identify proteins after separation of a cell or tissue
homogenate by SDS-PAGE. It is based on the recognition of a specific epitope on a protein by
an antibody.
The dried membrane was rehydrated for 10 minutes in ddH2O, followed by application of
the Quentix Western blot enhancer (Pierce). Briefly, the membrane was washed in reagent A for
two minutes, followed by five washings in ddH2O and 10 minutes incubation in reagent B. After
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further five washings in ddH2O, unspecific binding sites were blocked with 0.1% casein
(Roche) in TBST (Table 1). The membrane was incubated with primary antibody for 2 hours at
room temperature, followed by seven times extensive washing in ddH2O and 5 minutes in TBST
and addition of a horseradish peroxidase-coupled secondary antibody for one hour. The blot was
developed using the Millipore Immobilon system, which is based on the reaction of Luminol
and H2O2 with horseradish peroxidase. The chemoluminescence was detected in a ChemDoc
luminescence detector (BioRad). When required, the membrane was stripped with a Western
blot Stripping Agent (Pierce) and reincubated with other antibodies following the same
protocol.

2.8 Electrophysiology
2.8.1 Whole-cell patch clamp of neurons in acute slices
2.8.1.1 Preparation of acute slices
2.8.1.1.1

Mouse and rat MNTB

Acute slices from the brainstem were prepared as described in (Borst et al., 1995) and
(Forsythe and Barnes-Davies, 1993). Postnatal day (p) 8-10 Wistar rats or p9-11 C57/Black 6
mice were decapitated according to the German law on animal protection. The head was placed
in ice-cold artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF, see Table 1) with the modification that the
calcium concentration was reduced to 0.1mM and magnesium concentration was increased to
3mM to reduce damage from anoxia and metabolic activity of the cells. The skull was opened
by a medial cut from the neck to eye-level and two mediolateral cuts in the front and back. The
brainstem was separated from the cerebrum by a slightly rotated coronal cut at the rostral base
of the cerebellum (Figure 3, black line). Meninges and superficial blood vessels were carefully
removed to prevent straining of the tissue during slicing. The brainstem was glued by its caudal
side to the slicing chamber using cyanoacrylate glue in such a way that the ventral side faced the
blade. Transverse slices (200µm thickness) were cut on a vibratome (Integraslice, 7550 MM,
Campden Instruments, Leicester, UK) with the lateral vibration set to 70Hz and the advancing
speed to 0.18mm/s. The seventh cranial nerve served as a landmark for the beginning of the
MNTB. After the 7th nerve became visible, 5-6 slices in rats and 3-4 slices in mice usually
contained the MNTB and were collected on a nylon mesh in a glass beaker filled with aCSF
with 2mM calcium and 1mM magnesium at 37°C and constantly bubbled with 95% O2 / 5%
CO2. Slices were allowed to regenerate for one hour before the experiment and were viable 3 to
4 hours after slicing.
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Figure 3: Parasagittal view of the mouse brain. The black line denotes the position of the cut that was
used for preparation of MNTB sections; the red line marks the position for the cut during preparation of
the cerebellum. Modified from www.brain-maps.org.

2.8.1.1.2

Mouse cerebellar slices

Acute slices from the cerebellum were cut from male and female Eag1 KO mice aged 20 to
28 days (p20-28) and their WT littermates. Animals were deeply anaesthetised by Isoflurane
(Essex) inhalation and decapitated according to the German law on animal protection. The skull
was laterally cut open to expose the brain without damaging the cerebellar vermis. The
cerebellum was cut from the hemispheres with a coronal cut (Figure 3, red line) and placed in
ice-cold sucrose-based aCSF. Coronal slices from the vermis were cut on a Vibratome (Leica
VT1200S) in ice-cold sucrose solution. The sucrose solution is supposed to reduce damage from
anoxia and improve the texture of the tissue for slicing. The advancing speed of the blade was
set to the lowest possible value (0.04mm/s) to reduce strain damage on the tissue. Slices were
immediately transferred to a nylon mesh in a beaker containing normal aCSF at 36°C that was
constantly bubbled with 95% O2 / 5% CO2. After 45 to 60 minutes, the beaker was transferred
to room temperature. Slices were suitable for recordings up to 5 hours after slicing.

2.8.1.2 Whole-cell patch clamp of the Calyx of Held
Slices were placed in a custom-made plastic chamber and held in place by a U-shaped
platinum wire with parallel nylon threads spanned across it. The recording chamber was
connected to a gravity-driven perfusion system and the slice was continuously perfused with
aCSF bubbled with 95% O2/5% CO2. Slices were visualised with a BX51WI upright microscope
(Olympus, Japan) with a 60x objective (Olympus). Patch pipettes were pulled to resistances of 5
to 6 MΩ with a vertical, temperature controlled, two-step pipette puller (PIP 5, Heka) from
borosilicate capillaries (Hilgenberg, Germany) with 2mm outer diameter and 1.4mm inner
diameter. For postsynaptic recordings, resistances of 3 to 5 MΩ were used. Whole cell
recordings from the pre- or postsynaptic terminal were performed at room temperature with an
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EPC 10/2 amplifier (Heka) controlled by the Patchmaster software (v. 2.20, Heka). A caesiumbased intracellular solution (Calyx intracellular, CIS, Table 1) supplemented with 1µM
tetrodotoxin (TTX) was used to block some of the voltage-gated conductances present at the
calyx of Held synapse. In some experiments, 5-10mM tetraethylammonium (TEA) was used in
the extracellular solution. Eag1-mediated currents were identified by the presence of the “ColeMoore-Shift” (Cole and Moore, 1960; Terlau et al., 1996), which is characterised by a slowing
of the activation kinetics by a hyperpolarizing prepulse . The Cole-Moore Shift in Eag1 is so
pronounced that it is a good indicator of the presence of the channel (Terlau et al., 1996; Meyer
and Heinemann, 1998). The terminal was held at -60mV or -120mV for 5 seconds before a
500ms-depolarizing pulse to +40mV was given. Data were sampled at 50 kHz and low-pass
filtered at 6 kHz with a Bessel filter and stored on a computer. The pipette- and cell
capacitances were cancelled by the built-in compensation mechanism. Series resistances (RS)
were usually 10-20MΩ for the presynaptic terminal and 5-10MΩ for the postsynaptic cell. RS
was electronically compensated by up to 80%.

2.8.1.3 Whole-cell patch clamp of neurons of the cerebellar cortex
Experimental setup
Cerebellar slices were placed in a custom-made plastic chamber and held in place by a Ushaped platinum wire with parallel nylon threads spanned across it. The recording chamber was
connected to a gravity-driven perfusion system and the slice was continuously superfused with
aCSF bubbled with 95% O2/5% CO2 heated to 32-34°C by an in-line solution heater (Warner
Instruments). Slices were visualised with an upright microscope (Axioskop, Zeiss) using a 60x
water immersion objective (Olympus) and infrared differential interference contrast (DIC)
system. Images were acquired with a CCD camera (Imago VGA) controlled by TILLvision
software (Till Photonics). All parts were mounted onto an anti-vibration table (Newport) inside
a Faraday-cage.
Data were acquired with an EPC10/2 amplifier (Heka) controlled by Patchmaster (v. 2.20,
Heka). Whenever possible, series of experiments were programmed in a protocol file to ensure
constant repetition times between sweeps or experiments. The amplifier triggered the optical
stimulus isolator (AMPI) used for extracellular stimulation (see also below).

Identification of neurons in the slice
The three-layered structure of the cerebellar cortex makes the identification of target
neurons relatively easy. The granule layer is characterised by many densely-packed small cells
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and a few larger Golgi cells. The Purkinje layer is a monocellular layer made up of the large
Purkinje cell bodies lying between granule and molecular layers. The molecular layer is mainly
made up of the axons of the granule cells and two types of inhibitory interneurons; stellate cells
(SC) and basket cells (BC). While basket cells are located close to the Purkinje cell soma,
stellate cells are found between the pia and the middle of the molecular layer (Palay and ChanPalay, 1974). To ensure recordings from the desired type of interneuron, only those cells were
patched that were located in the inner third (basket cells) or outer third (stellate cells) of the
molecular layer.

Whole-cell recordings
Patch pipettes were prepared as described above (section 2.6.3.2) to resistances of 3-4 MΩ
for Purkinje cells, 4-6 MΩ for interneurons and 5-7 MΩ for granule cells. The pipette was
inserted into the bath with positive pressure to prevent clogging of the tip with tissue fragments.
When the pipette comes in contact with the cell, a bubble on the surface or a small displacement
of the cell can be observed. The pressure was then released and mild suction applied until a GΩ
seal was achieved. The pipette capacitance was then cancelled automatically. A brief suction
pulse was usually sufficient to break the membrane and establish the whole-cell configuration.
The cell capacitance was cancelled and the series resistance compensated by 20 to 80% with
manually selected parameters. Before compensation, series resistance was ≤15MΩ in Purkinje
cells and ≤20 MΩ in interneurons and granule cells. For voltage-clamp recordings of EPSCs, a
potassium gluconate-based intracellular solution was used (KIS, table 1) supplemented with
5mM QX-314 (Tocris) to block voltage-gated sodium channels. Cells were held at -60mV and
the GABAA blocker SR95531 (Tocris) was added to the aCSF. Currents were sampled at 50
kHz and low-pass filtered at with a 2.9kHz Bessel filter. For current-clamp recordings, the
EGTA concentration in the intracellular solution was lowered to 0.1mM. In some experiments,
cells were held at approximately -60mV by current injection, otherwise no holding current was
injected. Voltages were recorded at 100kHz and low-pass filtered at 10kHz.
For extracellular stimulation, the tip of a glass pipette was broken to a diameter of ~10µm,
filled with aCSF and placed in the granule layer. By stimulation in the granule layer, fibre
recruitment during train stimulation is avoided (Barbour, 1993; Marcaggi and Attwell, 2005;
Beierlein et al., 2007). Very short (20 – 100µs) voltage pulses were applied to the slice through
the pipette while the bath ground electrode was connected to the ground output of the
stimulator. Like this, the whole slice was stimulated but the stimulus intensity decayed with
increasing distance between the stimulation- and recording pipette, thus making a direct
stimulation of the recorded cell unlikely. Further, the delay between stimulation artefact and
onset of the EPSC indicated no direct stimulation.
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2.8.2 Analysis of electrophysiological data
Data were analysed with Igor Pro (Wavemetrics) and custom-written macros. For the
detection and analysis of EPSCs, 10 to 20 sweeps in a given cell were averaged and the leak
subtracted. The stimulus artefact was blanked out and EPSCs were detected as a local
minimum. An exponential curve was fitted to the decay part of the EPSC and the fit was
extended to the baseline. In Purkinje cells, the EPSC sometimes did not decay to the baseline
completely and the offset was subtracted from the following EPSC. Percentual facilitation in the
nth stimulus was calculated as (EPSCn-EPSC1)/EPSC1 x 100. For analysis of current-clamp data,
the Neuromatic software package (ThinkRandom) was used together with custom-written
macros. Action potentials were detected as a local maximum. The first ten spontaneously
occurring action potentials after breaking into a cell were averaged and analysed. The threshold
and de-/repolarisation speed was determined by analyzing the first differential of the spike.
Statistical analysis was performed with Prism (GraphPad) using an appropriate test for the type
of experiment as indicated.

A number of mathematical models for STP have been proposed, most of which are a
simplified phenomenological interpretation based on the postsynaptic response R being the
product of a dynamic facilitation variable F, a dynamic depression variable D and the initial
response R0 (Tsodyks and Markram, 1997; Varela et al., 1997).
(2)
A variation of this model includes also variables for the Ca2+ dependence of facilitation and
depression, and for the recovery from depression (Dittman et al., 2000). In brief, release is
proportional to the product of F and D at a time point t. F is the facilitation component and
ranges from 0 to 1. D is the fraction of release sites capable of releasing a vesicle and also
ranges from 0 to 1. After an action potential, a calcium-driven reaction enhances release (F
increases) and release sites enter in refractory states, which depresses release (decreases D).
In this model, facilitation is assumed to be directly related to the occupancy of the release
site by a Ca2+ - bound molecule CaXF. Calcium – dependent recovery from depression is a
process governed by the concentration of a Ca2+ - bound molecule CaXD. After an AP at time t0,
CaXF and CaXD increase by ΔF and ΔD, respectively, and decay exponentially back to zero with
first – order dynamics:
(3)

(4)
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F and D are coupled, since with an increase in F, more release sites enter the refractory
states and D decreases.
A detailed description of the model can be found in Dittman et al., (2000).

2.9 Two-photon calcium imaging in the parallel fibre
While the idea of two-photon excitation was proposed by Maria Göppert-Mayer in 1931, it
was not until 1990 that it was used for fluorescence microscopy (Denk et al., 1990). Twophoton microscopy offers the possibility to observe calcium dynamics as a response to the
invasion of an action potential in the presynaptic bouton of the cerebellar parallel fibre. The
main idea is that two low-energy photons arrive at a very short time interval (10-18 s) and get
absorbed by a fluorophore in a single quantitised event. For example, two photons with 780nm
wavelength (i.e. in the near-infrared range) can excite a fluorophore that normally requires
excitation in the UV range (390nm). For this, the two photons need to arrive with a high
temporal and special overlap, meaning that the photon density has to be about 1,000,000 times
higher than required for single-photon excitation. This needs a very high laser power, which can
be achieved by focusing a mode-locked (pulsed) laser through an objective on the sample plane.
Like this, the average laser power remains rather low while during the peak of a pulse the
photon density is high enough to cause significant two-photon excitation. In comparison to the
wavelengths used in conventional confocal microscopy, the low-energy photons can penetrate
deeper into the tissue. Further, only in the focal plane the photon density is high enough for
significant two-photon excitation. No excitation occurs above and below, thus reducing
photobleaching and phototoxicity and eliminating the need for a pinhole to reduce background
(Piston et al., accessed Feb. 2012).
In two-photon calcium imaging, cells are loaded with a calcium indicator and changes in
fluorescence caused by calcium dynamics are imaged with a two-photon system.
Transversal slices from the cerebellum were prepared from 20-28-day-old Eag1 KO mice
and WT littermates as described in section 2.8.1.1.2 with small modifications. Slices were
prepared in normal aCSF instead of sucrose-based solution (see Table 1). During slicing, the
solution was also bubbled with 95% O2 / 5 % CO2 to ensure a stable pH. After cutting, the slices
were allowed to recover for 30 minutes and then transferred to room temperature. Successful
experiments were conducted up to 8 hours after slicing.
For measurements, slices were transferred to a custom-built recording chamber, held in
place by a platinum-nylon grid and constantly perfused with aCSF at 32°C. Cells were
visualised with an upright Fluoview-300 microscope (Olympus) with a 60x/0.9 NA water
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immersion objective. Granule cells were visually identified based on their size and position in
the cerebellar cortex. The highest probability of successful recording was obtained by choosing
a granule cell that was tightly surrounded by other cells and located in the second or third cell
layer from the surface of the slice. Patch pipettes were pulled to resistances of 6-9 MΩ with a
temperature-controlled two-step vertical puller (Narishige) and filled with a potassiumgluconate based intracellular solution (K1, Table 1) containing 0.1mM Oregon Green 488
BAPTA-1 (OGB).
Granule cells were whole-cell patch clamped and the holding potential was selected to
minimize leak currents (usually -80 to -90 mV). The dye was allowed to diffuse in the cell for at
least 10 minutes before a visual search for the axon began. The axon can be identified by its
long, thin morphology and by its extension into the molecular layer. Further, varicosities are
usually not found on dendrites. A prominent feature of dendrites useful for distinguishing them
from an axon is the glomerulus, the postsynaptic terminal of the mossy fibre synapse. The
success rate of finding an intact axon on the granule cell was approximately 50%. Experiments
were conducted 30 to 60 minutes after establishing the whole-cell configuration. The axon was
followed in the molecular layer and synaptic boutons were visible as beads in both the
ascending axon and parallel fibre part. After selection of a bouton, the recording mode was
switched to current clamp and cells were held at approximately -80mV by current injection.
Short (1ms) current pulses were given to elicit 1 to 3 action potentials at 50 to 100 Hz.
Stimulation intensity was adjusted to elicit reliable firing of a single action potential per
stimulus. Fluorescence signals in the boutons were recorded by performing a line scan across
the bouton with a confocal laser-scanning microscope (Fluoview-300, Olympus). The
microscope was custom-modified for two-photon excitation with a mode-locked Ti/sapphire
laser (Tsunami) set to a centre wavelength of 770 nm. The laser was intensity-modulated with a
Pockel’s cell (model 350-80 LA-BR, Conoptics) and focused on the slice with a 60x/0.9 NA
water immersion objective (Olympus).
Offline analysis was performed in Fluoview (Olympus) and Igor Pro with custom-written
macros. Fluorescence traces were background subtracted and the change in intensity was
divided by the pre-stimulus baseline fluorescence to yield the dF/F0 values. The traces were
subsequently filtered using a sliding average of 9 points. After manual identification of a
maximum, the decay of the signal was fitted with an exponential function. The maximal value
of the fit was used for statistical analysis.
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3 Results
3.1 Eag1 is enriched in the synaptic plasma membrane
Previous results have suggested an axo-synaptic localisation of Eag1 (Gómez-Varela et al.,
2010). To confirm the synaptic localisation of Eag1, I performed an SDS-PAGE and subsequent
western blot with subcellular fractions of a whole-brain homogenate of C57/Black 6 WT mice
(Figure 4A). The samples were kindly provided by Dr. C. Biesemann, Dept. of Molecular
Neurobiology, MPI für experimentelle Medizin, and essentially prepared as described
previously (Kalla et al., 2006) by a series of centrifugations through sucrose gradients. The
fractions obtained were cell bodies, cytosolic synaptosomal proteins, synaptic plasma
membrane, and crude synaptic vesicles. Whole-brain homogenates from WT and Eag1 KO were
used as positive and negative control, respectively. A signal for Eag1 was detected in all
fractions except the cytosolic synaptosomal proteins. The strongest signal was seen in synaptic
plasma membranes. The signal in the synaptic vesicles fraction arises probably from
endocytotic or transport vesicles, which are not discriminated from neurotransmitter-containing
vesicles by this technique. The synaptic plasma membrane fraction does not discriminate
between glial membranes and neuronal membranes, or between pre-and postsynaptic
membranes. Astroglia have very low or no expression of Eag1 as seen in real-time PCR
experiments (R. Ufartes, personal communication). However, as a control I performed a western
blot with isolated protein from cultured WT and Eag1 KO astrocytes (Figure 4B). The
immunoblot showed a clear signal in WT whole-brain homogenate with no signal in WT
astrocytes, KO whole brain or KO astrocytes. This indicates that the signal in the synaptic
plasma membrane fraction is indeed due to Eag1 in the synaptic membrane. These results are in
line with earlier findings from our laboratory (Gómez-Varela et al., 2010) that Eag1 gets
“trapped” in synaptic regions by interaction with cytoskeletal proteins. The same study showed
that Eag1 is located mainly in axonal regions of hippocampal neurons. Although we cannot
exclude a postsynaptic localisation, these results make an enrichment of Eag1 in the presynaptic
plasma membrane probable.
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Figure 4 Eag1 is enriched in synaptic plasma membranes. A, Several subcellular fractions of the
mouse brain were isolated and separated by SDS-PAGE. The samples used here are whole brain
homogenate as a positive control (WB wt), cell bodies (CB), cytosolic synaptosomal proteins (SSP),
synaptic plasma membrane (SPM), crude synaptic vesicles (SVP), and whole brain homogenate of an
Eag1 KO mouse as a negative control (WB KO). Eag1 protein was detected in all fractions except
cytosolic synaptosomal proteins and homogenate from the KO animal. B, No Eag1 is detected in
astrocytes. WB wt, WT whole-brain homogenate; WT Glia, WT astrocytes; WB KO, Eag1 KO wholebrain homogenate; KO Glia, Eag1 KO astrocytes.

3.2 Eag1 in the rat calyx of Held
Although biochemical experiments reproducibly show high expression levels of Eag1 in the
CNS (Ludwig et al., 2000; Saganich et al., 2001; Martin et al., 2008) no native Eag1 current has
been identified in the cell bodies of neurons. If Eag1 is indeed located synaptically, the current
elicited at the synapse might be too small to be detectable in the soma among the vast amount of
potassium currents expressed there (Hille, 2001). The small size of synaptic boutons makes
them normally difficult to access for electrophysiological recordings, but the giant calyx of Held
synapse in the auditory brainstem has been proven to be very useful for recordings from the preand postsynaptic terminal (Borst et al., 1995). There, axons from the ventral cochlear nucleus
make synapses onto principal neurons of the medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB).
Data about expression levels of Eag1 are contradicting. In-situ hybridisation studies
(Ludwig et al., 2000; Saganich et al., 2001) did not find mRNA for Eag1 in the ventral cochlear
nucleus and only partly in the MNTB, but mRNA for Eag2. On the other hand, Martin et al.
(2008) reported staining for Eag1 in the trapezoid body. I performed whole-cell patch clamp on
the calyx of Held and the MNTB principal neuron in young rats to explore the possibilities to
use this synapse as a model system for the function of Eag1 in the brain. Rats have the
advantage that more MNTB-containing slices can be cut from an animal and that the cells
generally show a longer survival during experiments. To reduce the number potassium channels
contributing to the currents, Cs+ was used in the intracellular solution. The hallmark of Eag1
channels is the strong dependence of the activation kinetics on the holding potential (ColeMoore Shift) (Ludwig et al., 1994). When a depolarizing step is preceded by a
hyperpolarisation, the activation is slowed down. This was observed in 10 out of 14 presynaptic
terminals, a sample recording is shown in Figure 5A. In Figure 5B, the 20 – 80% rise time of
the current is plotted against the prepulse potential. In four of the tested cells, no dependence on
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the prepulse was observed; these currents were also markedly faster (grey coloured symbols).
On average, the difference in rise time between a prepulse holding potential of -120 and -60mV
was 3.1 ± 0.3ms (Figure 5C), excluding the cells that did not show a Cole-Moore Shift. Since no
specific chemical blocker of Eag1 is available, I used a monoclonal antibody against the pore
region (mAB56) that has been shown to block Eag1 currents by 60% after 20 minutes of
incubation. Since mAB56 is an open channel blocker, one has to give a depolarizing pulse of
500ms every ten seconds to achieve the reported blocking (Gómez-Varela et al., 2007). The
application of the antibody together with 15 minutes stimulation at 0.1Hz resulted in a reduction
of the steady state current by 25.9 ± 9.7% (Figure 5D,E).

Figure 5. An Eag1 compatible current in the rat calyx of Held. A, a depolarisation of the presynaptic
terminal to +40 mV evokes an outward current which activation kinetics depend on the prepulse potential.
Red trace, -60mV prepulse; blue trace, -120 mV prepulse. B, the rise time of the outward current plotted
against the prepulse potential. One pair of markers represents one terminal. In four terminals, no
dependence on the prepulse potential was detected (grey symbols). C, the difference in rise times after
depolarisations from -120 and -60mV holding potential. Mean = 3.1 ± 0.3ms, n= 10. Terminals without
Cole-Moore Shift (grey) were excluded. D, representative recording of a current elicited by a
depolarisation to +40mV before (black) and after (red) 15min application of mAB56. E, after the
application of mAB56, the maximal current was reduced by 25.9 ± 9.7%, n=2. The Cole-Moore Shift was
slightly increased (F).

The Cole-Moore Shift was slightly larger after application of the antibody (Figure 5F). This
is an indication for the presence of Eag2 channels, which are not blocked by mAB56 but also
show the Cole-Moore Shift. Next, I wanted to test if an Eag1-compatible current was also
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present in the MNTB principal neuron, but no signal similar to the Cole-Moore shift was found
in all 6 cells tested (data not shown).

Figure 6. Eag1 expression in the calyx of Held. Double staining with antibodies against VGlut1 (red) as
a presynaptic marker and Eag1 (green) in the MNTB of a p9 rat. Staining is seen predominantly in
presynaptic regions.

In order to confirm the presence of Eag1 channels in the rat calyx of Held, I performed
immunostainings in the brain stem of young rats. An antibody against VGlut1 was used as
presynaptic marker. Calyces were clearly identifiable by the prominent VGlut1 signal (Figure 6,
red). The signal for Eag1 (green signal in Figure 6) was mostly observed close to the VGlut1
signal. Sometimes, a signal for Eag1 was visible outside of the presumed presynaptic terminal,
which could result from postsynaptically localized protein, however, no electrophysiological
evidence for this was found.

The electrophysiology experiments were repeated in calices and MNTB neurons of mice,
but it was not possible to isolate a current similar to that recorded in rat (data not shown). The
potassium currents even with Cs+ in the pipette were considerably larger and faster, so that any
possible contribution of Eag1 was masked. To reduce some of the currents, 5mM TEA was
added to the extracellular solution, a concentration that should block less than 50% of Eag1
channels (García-Ferreiro et al., 2004). This resulted in almost complete abolishment of outward
currents and did not lead to the emergence of a Cole-Moore shift. Taken together, these results
suggest that Eag1 is present in the presynaptic terminal of the rat, but not or only very little in
mice. It seemed therefore not feasible to continue in this brain area to elucidate the
physiological function of Eag1.
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3.3 Eag1 in the cerebellum
The calyx of Held was excluded as a suitable brain region for investigation of Eag1
function. The areas with the highest expression of Eag1 in the brain are the cortex, the
hippocampus and the cerebellum. In the cortex and hippocampus, Eag2 is also present and
could form heteromultimers with Eag1 (Ludwig et al., 2000; Saganich et al., 2001; Schönherr et
al., 2002a). This makes the cerebellum the most promising region for analysis of Eag1.
The data from western blot with subcellular fractions (Figure 4) showed an increased signal
for Eag1 in the synaptic plasma membrane in comparison to the cell body fraction, and voltageclamp experiments in the rat calyx of Held further indicated a synaptic localisation of the
channel (Figure 5). In-situ-hybridisation data suggest an expression of Eag1 in the granule cell
layer of the cerebellum (Ludwig et al., 2000; Saganich et al., 2001), while immunostainings in
the adult rat shows a signal in the soma of Purkinje cells (Martin et al., 2008). In case of a
somatic localisation of the channel, I would expect to see differences in either the resting
potential of firing properties of cerebellar granule or Purkinje cells, while in case of a synaptic
localisation I would expect differences in synaptic transmission and/or facilitation.

3.3.1

Granule cell soma is unaffected

To test if Eag1 plays a role in regulation of excitability and firing of granule cells, I
performed whole-cell patch-clamp in cells from WT and Eag1 KO mice in acute cerebellar
slices. The resting potential at 0pA current injection did not differ significantly between WT and
Eag1 KO- granule cells (-79.26 ± 1.48 mV, n=11 and -76.03 ± 1.79 mV, n=5, respectively,
p>0.05, Student’s t-test). Neither WT nor Eag1 KO cells showed spontaneous firing at resting
potential. Active cell membrane properties were evaluated by measuring the voltage response to
injection of square current pulses ranging from -35 to +35pA in steps of 5pA into the soma.
During subthreshold current injections, the current-voltage relationship increased steeply
between -10 and +10pA and less steeply between -35 and -10pA as well as between 10 and
35pA (Figure 7A, B) (Prestori et al., 2008).
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Figure 7: Electroresponsiveness of cerebellar granule cells of WT and Eag1 KO mice. A,
Representative traces recorded in granule cells from WT (left) and Eag1 KO mice (right). Both genotypes
showed inward rectification of the membrane potential during hyperpolarizing pulses and regular spiking
after reaching a threshold potential. B, Membrane potential recorded in whole-cell current clamp mode in
response to injection of square current pulses of two seconds duration. C, Firing frequency of WT and
Eag1 KO cells upon injection of 2s square current pulses ranging between -35 and +35pA in 5pA
increments.

WT cells fired their first action potential after injection of 6.36 ± 0.98pA, n=11, while Eag1
KO cells started firing upon injection of 9.00 ± 1.00pA, (n=5, no significant difference). In
accordance with previous studies (D'Angelo et al., 1998; Chadderton et al., 2004; Brickley et
al., 2007), granule cells of WT and Eag1 KO displayed fast repetitive firing of action potentials
in regular trains with little or no adaptation during the depolarisation (Figure 7A). Evoked firing
frequencies increased with the amplitude of the injected current. Current-frequency diagrams
(Figure 7C) could be fitted with a straight line and resulted in slopes of 5.182 ± 0.15 Hz/pA for
WT cells; n= 11 and 4.714 ± 0.32Hz/pA for Eag1 KO cells; n=5; ns. Besides the slightly slower
onset of firing of Eag1 KO cells, I conclude no difference in excitability between granule cells
of WT and Eag1 KO mice.
Another possible role for Eag1 channels would be in repolarisation of the action potential.
The first ten action potentials recorded just after reaching spike threshold were averaged and
spike threshold, amplitude, afterhyperpolarisation, half-width and depolarisation/repolarisation
speeds were evaluated. None of the parameters tested resulted in significant differences between
WT and Eag1 KO- cells (Figure 8A). These data further speak in favour of a non-somatic
localisation of Eag1 channels in cerebellar granule cells.
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Figure 8: Action potential properties are not altered in Eag1 KO mice. A, The undershoot (i), action
potential amplitude (ii), half-width (iii) and 10-90% rise time (iv) are compared. Black bars, WT, n=11
cells; grey bars, Eag1 KO n=5 cells. B, Representative action potentials recorded in a WT (left) and Eag1
KO (right) granule cell. The trace shown is an average of the first ten occurring action potentials after
breaking into the cell. C, the maximum rate of rise of the action potential is plotted against the maximum
rate of fall as determined by analyzing the first differential. Solid circles, WT; open circles Eag1 KO. The
data points were fitted with straight lines, which were not significantly different.

3.3.2

Purkinje cell soma is unaffected

Purkinje cells are reported to spontaneously fire simple spikes at frequencies up to 300Hz in
vitro and in vivo, with the frequency depending on synaptic inputs as well as intrinsic ion
channels (Llinás and Sugimori, 1980; Raman and Bean, 1999; Williams et al., 2002; Swensen
and Bean, 2003; Haghdoust et al., 2007). I examined the firing properties as well as the passive
membrane properties and action potential properties of Purkinje cells by performing whole-cell
patch clamp in the current clamp mode.
Without current injection, Vmem was -63.90 ± 3.33mV (n=8) in WT cells vs. -54.78 ±
2.31mV (n=8) in Eag1 KO cells. However, since the potential measured by whole-cell patch
clamp is influenced by the quality of the preparation as well as the damage to the cell caused by
the patch pipette, the result has to be interpreted carefully. Cells from both genotypes showed
spontaneous action potential firing without current injection. To evaluate whether Eag1 is
involved in shaping the action potential, the first ten action potentials occurring after breaking
the membrane were averaged and analysed for each cell. Figure 9A shows a representative
action potential recorded in a WT (left) and Eag1 KO (right) cell. The comparison of the
afterhyperpolarisation (Bi), full width at half max (Bii), overshoot (Biii) and threshold (Biv) of
the action potential revealed no significant differences between Eag1 KO neurons and WT cells.
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Figure 9. Action potential properties in Purkinje cells of WT and Eag1 KO mice. A, representative
action potentials recorded in WT (left) and Eag1 KO (right) cells. B, action potential properties of WT
(black bars) and Eag1 KO (grey bars) Purkinje cells. The first 10 spontaneously occurring action
potentials were averaged in a given cell and afterhyperpolarisation (i), full width at half max (ii),
overshoot (iii) and threshold (iv) were compared.

Eag1 opens close to the resting potential (Ludwig et al., 1994), so I examined the input
resistance and membrane potential of Purkinje cells. In order to calculate the input resistance,
cells were held at -60mV by current injection and square current pulses (-100 to +100pA in
steps of 20pA) were injected into the soma and the resulting change in membrane voltage was
recorded. The obtained current-voltage (I-V) relationship for hyperpolarizing current injection
was close to linear with the slope representing the membrane resistance (Llinás and Sugimori,
1980). Neither the obtained values for V mem nor the slope of the fit were significantly different
between WT (solid circles) and Eag1 KO cells (open circles) (Figure 10B).
Next, we examined if injection of depolarizing voltage pulses led to changes in the firing
frequencies of Purkinje cells. Cells were held close to -60mV in current clamp mode and were
injected with square current pulses ranging from -100 to +100pA in steps of 10pA and from
+100 to +1000pA in steps of 50pA. The minimal current injection to elicit an action potential
was not significantly different in WT and Eag1 KO cells (104.0 ± 38.68pA, n=5 and 61.67 ±
21.51pA, n=6). Figure 10A shows a typical recording from a WT (top) and Eag1 KO (bottom)
cell. Spikes were detected as a local maximum, and the resulting spike frequencies were plotted
against the injected current (Figure 10C). Eag1 KO neurons showed slightly, but not
significantly, increased evoked firing frequencies in comparison to WT cells upon injection of
currents <100pA. These results, as well as the results obtained in the cell bodies of granule cells,
speak against a functional somatic localisation of Eag1 channels.
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Figure 10. Electroresponsiveness of cerebellar Purkinje cells of WT and Eag1 KO mice. A, top,
representative recording of a spike train in response to a suprathreshold current injection in a Purkinje cell
from a WT mouse. Bottom, same from an Eag1 KO mouse. B, Membrane voltage in response to current
injections ranging from -100 to +100pA in steps of 20pA as measured in the cell bodies of WT (solid
circles) and Eag1 KO (open circles) Purkinje cells. C, firing frequencies of WT (solid circles) and Eag1
KO (open circles) Purkinje cells in response to somatic current injection ranging from -100 to +100pA in
10pA steps and from +100 to +1000pA in 50pA increments.

3.3.3

Synaptic transmission in cerebella of WT and Eag1 KO mice

The lack of evidence for an involvement of Eag1 in the regulation of the membrane
potential or action potential firing despite the clear signal for Eag1 mRNA expression (Ludwig
et al., 2000; Saganich et al., 2001) is an indication for synaptic localisation of the channel. The
synapses that seemed reasonable to explore were either the parallel fibre synapse due to the
mRNA expression in the granule cells or the climbing fibre – Purkinje cell synapse due to the
signal in the immunostaining on the Purkinje cell body. I chose to use the parallel fibre synapse
for several reasons. Firstly, no expression of Eag2 has been reported there (Saganich et al.,
1999; Ludwig et al., 2000; Saganich et al., 2001). Secondly, the same in-situ hybridisation
studies suggested no expression of Eag1 in the inferior olive, where the climbing fibre
originates. Thirdly, the parallel fibre synapse is suitable for presynaptic calcium imaging
experiments, whereas the climbing fibre is not. Extracellular loading with calcium dye would
inevitable also load the Purkinje cell soma, which is known for its calcium dynamics, and would
distort, if not cover, the synaptic signals.
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The first step was to characterize synaptic transmission at the parallel fibre – Purkinje cell
synapse.
I measured the EPSCs in Purkinje cells in response to extracellular stimulation. Feed-forward
inhibition in the cerebellar cortex causes an inhibitory response from the molecular layer
interneurons to shorten the EPSC (Bao et al., 2010). To measure exclusively glutamatergic
currents resulting from granule cell activity, the specific GABAA blocker SR 95531 was added
to the extracellular solution. The tip of the stimulation pipette was inserted into the granule layer
about 150-200µM away from the recording site to avoid direct stimulation of the Purkinje cell
and of the ascending fibre synapses, which have different transmission properties and different
susceptibilities to synaptic plasticity (Barbour, 1993; Sims and Hartell, 2006). A cartoon of the
positions of stimulation- and measuring electrode is pictured in Figure 14a.

Figure 11. Extracellular stimulation causes EPSCs in Purkinje cells. A, illustration showing the
positions of the stimulation and measurement pipettes in the cerebellar cortex. PCs were whole-cell
voltage clamped during extracellular stimulation in the granule layer in the presence of SR 95531. B,
Sample traces in response to a single stimulus. Each trace is the average of 20 consecutive recordings.
Black trace, WT; Red trace, Eag1 KO.

Upon delivery of a brief voltage stimulus, an inward current was observed whose amplitude
depended on the stimulation strength and positioning of the electrode. A sample trace is shown
in Figure 11. Each trace is the average of 20 sweeps. Stimulation strength and position of the
electrode were selected to yield reliable and constant EPSC amplitudes for several minutes
before beginning of the experiments.
The kinetics of the EPSCs were compared between WT and Eag1 KO. It is not feasible to
compare the amplitudes due to the variability introduced by extracellular stimulation. In normal
extracellular solution, no difference in rise or decay time was observed (Figure 12).
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Figure 12 EPSC kinetics in PF-PC synapses of WT and Eag1 KO mice. A, 10 to 90% rise time (in
ms) of a single EPSC in standard aCSF measured in WT (n=16) and Eag1 KO (n=13) Purkinje cells as
response to extracellular stimulation in the granule cell layer. B, Decay time constant of a single EPSC in
WT (n=16) and Eag1 KO (n=13) cells.

3.3.4 Calcium dependence of synaptic transmission in WT and Eag1 KO cells
The EPSC size is directly dependent on the calcium influx (Dodge and Rahamimoff, 1967;
Sabatini and Regehr, 1997; Bollmann and Sakmann, 2005). It has been reported that the
relationship between calcium influx and EPSC amplitude can be approximated by a power law
of the form
(5)

with k being a constant, Cainflux the total presynaptic calcium influx during an action potential
and n between 2.9 and 4 depending on the preparation and temperature. Calcium influx in turn
is highly sensitive to changes in the external calcium concentration (Ca e). With increasing Cae,
the EPSC amplitude starts to saturate, resulting in a sublinear relation of Ca influx and Cae (Dodge
and Rahamimoff, 1967; Mintz et al., 1995; Schneggenburger and Neher, 2005). At
concentrations where saturation is not visible, the form

(6)

is valid (Foster et al., 2005). I altered Cae to further explore the role of an increased calcium
influx in regulation of transmitter release. Figure 13C (left) shows representative traces from a
WT cell in 0.5, 2 and 4mM Cae, while on the right the responses to the same changes in an Eag1
KO cell are displayed. In Figure 13A, the EPSC amplitude is normalised to the amplitude at
2mM and plotted against Cae. Lowering Cae to 0.5mM reduced the EPSC amplitude in the WT
to 8.4 ± 2.8% of its original size, while the EPSC in the knockout was reduced to 20.5 ± 4%
(p<0.05, n=5, Student’s t-test). An increase in Cae to 4mM increased the EPSC in the WT to 183
± 13% of control and to 134 ± 23% in Eag1 KO cells (p<0.05, n=5). For Cae ≤ 2mM, the WT
data are well approximated by Eq. (6) with n=1.94 ± 0.09. The data from Eag1 KO cells for Cae
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≤ 2mM Cae can be fitted to Eq (6) with n= 2.02 ± 0.45. For Cae > 2mM, the EPSC amplitude
starts to saturate, possibly due to postsynaptic receptor saturation and multivesicular release
(Foster et al., 2005). The saturation of the EPSC amplitude in elevated Cae is more pronounced
in the KO than in the WT. Upon increase of Cae to 3 and 4mM, the EPSC amplitude does not
increase by the same amount as in the WT. These results suggest that the kinetics of the EPSC
in Eag1 KO cells are not changed, however, the reaction to de- and increased Cae differ slightly
between the mutant and the WT. This might point towards an increased Ca 2+ influx during an
action potential in the Eag1 KO, as a lower Cae leads to more release than in the WT. Calcium
plays a crucial role in synaptic plasticity (Katz and Miledi, 1968; Atluri and Regehr, 1998;
Zucker and Regehr, 2002), and a possible change in Ca2+ entry in the Eag1 KO might
subsequently cause alterations in synaptic plasticity at cerebellar synapses. Therefore, I
proceeded to investigate short-term changes in synaptic efficacy in the cerebellar cortex.

Figure 13 Dependence of transmitter release on extracellular calcium. A, EPSC amplitudes are
plotted as a function of Cae. Amplitudes are normalised to the EPSC at 2mM. Solid circles, wt, n=6; open
circles, Eag1 KO, n=6. Lines are fits to equation 6. Black line, n=1.94; red line, n=2.02 B, the data in A
are plotted on a logarithmic scale to demonstrate the close-to-linear relationship in the wt for Cae <2mM,
which can be fitted by the equation EPSC=k(Cae)n with n=1.94. For Cae> 2mM, the amplitude starts to
saturate. The amplitudes in the KO cells seem to saturate earlier and are less reduced by a reduction in
Cae. C, Representative traces from a WT (left, black) and an Eag1 KO (right, red) Purkinje cell elicited
by extracellular stimulation in 0.5, 2, and 4mM Ca e. The EPSCs are normalised to the amplitude at 2mM
(middle) and the stimulus artifact has been blanked out for clarity.
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3.3.5 Increased facilitation in Eag1 KO cells
Parallel fibre (PF) synapses have a very low initial release probability (Dittman et al., 2000),
and thus express prominent paired pulse facilitation (PPF) (Konnerth et al., 1990; Atluri and
Regehr, 1996; Dittman et al., 2000). Upon repeated stimulation in trains, facilitation reaches a
plateau at around the fifth stimulus (Kreitzer and Regehr, 2000). I measured the EPSCs in
Purkinje cells in response to extracellular stimulation in the presence of the GABAA blocker SR
95531. As in the previous experiment, the tip of the stimulation pipette was inserted into the
granule layer about 150-200µM away from the recording site to avoid fibre recruitment during
stimulus trains (Barbour, 1993; Marcaggi and Attwell, 2005; Beierlein et al., 2007) and
stimulation of the ascending fibre synapses. In both genotypes, strong facilitation was observed.
In Figure 14Figure 14A, representative recordings form a WT (middle) and an Eag1 KO cell
(bottom) are shown. Each trace is the average of ten consecutive recordings. When tested over a
range of intervals, percentual plateau facilitation defined as the ratio ((EPSC5-EPSC1)/EPSC1) ×
100 decayed with a time constant of 74.4ms in the WT and 46.6ms in Eag1 KO cells (Figure
14B). This difference is mainly attributable to the increase in facilitation at interstimulus
intervals (ISIs) of < 50ms. At an ISI of 10ms, facilitation in the knockout was increased by 70%
to 256% (p<0.001, Student’s t-test) in comparison to the WT, while at an ISI of 25ms the
increase was 50%, from 134 to 187% (p<0.01, Student’s t-test).

Figure 14. Facilitation is increased in Eag1 KO mice in a frequency dependent manner. A, PCs were
whole-cell patch clamped during extracellular stimulation in the granule layer in the presence of SR
95531. 50Hz stimulus train (top) with representative recordings from a WT (middle) and Eag1 KO
(bottom) PC. The shown traces are the average of ten sweeps each, and the stimulus artefact has been
blanked out. B, Plateau facilitation plotted against the interstimulus interval. The amplitude of facilitation
decays exponentially with a time constant of 74.4ms in the WT (solid circles) and 46.6ms in the KO
(open circles). Note the significant differences at intervals <50ms (p ≤ 0.05, Student’s t-test)
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Facilitation during regular stimulus trains
When examining the time course of single EPSCs during train stimulations, it became clear
that the effect of Eag1 was dependent both on the pulse number and on the stimulation
frequency. In Figure 15, the percentual facilitation is plotted against the stimulus number. A
regular 10Hz stimulus train evoked the same response in WT and Eag1 KO cells (i), namely a
stable facilitation of about 30% that did not decay during the train. Upon 20Hz stimulation (ii),
the responses started to diverge slightly over the train and reached a significant at difference at
pulse 10 (61 ± 8.3%, n=8 in the WT and 85 ± 6.7%, n=10 in Eag1 KO cells; p<0.05, Student’s
t-test). Stimulation with a 50Hz train caused increased facilitation throughout the train in Eag1
KO cells in comparison to the WT (iii). In both genotypes, the plateau was reached between the
3rd and 5th pulse and maintained until the tenth pulse. The difference between Eag1 KO and WT
cells however was largest after the 3rd pulse. When stimulated with a 100 Hz train (iv), the
difference between WT and KO increased until the fifth pulse. Facilitation in both genotypes
declined after reaching the peak value. These findings suggest that Eag1 is involved in
modulation of synaptic strength during high-frequency stimulus trains.

Figure 15. Facilitation is increased in Eag1 KO mice in a frequency- and pulse number-dependent
manner. A, 50Hz stimulus train with representative recordings from a WT (top) and Eag1 KO (bottom)
Purkinje cell. The shown traces are the average of ten sweeps each. B, Response to train stimulations with
10Hz (i), 20Hz (ii), 50Hz (iii) and 100Hz (iv). The percentual facilitation is defined as (EPSCnEPSC1)/EPSC1 x 100 and plotted against the response number. At 10 and 20 Hz, no significant difference
in the response is seen, while at 50Hz and 100Hz the Eag1 KO cells showed a strongly increased
facilitation. The effect is also dependent on the stimulus number and is strongest between pulse two and
five.
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Facilitation at changed Cae
I proceeded to determine the effect of changed Cae on the responses to regular stimulus
trains. Changes in external calcium and calcium influx also have strong effects on the steady
state amplitude of facilitation, since the release probability is altered. A reduction in release
probability has been related to increased facilitation and vice versa (Kreitzer and Regehr, 2000;
Foster et al., 2005). In the WT, facilitation in 2 and 3mM Cae reaches a plateau after pulse 3 and
stays constant during the train. Lowering Cae to 1mM caused the facilitation to build up during
the train until approximately the eighth pulse. In Eag1 KO cells, facilitation in 3mM Cae
reached a plateau around the third pulse, at 2mM Cae at the fifth pulse and in 1mM Cae around
pulse 8. The steady state facilitations (defined as EPSC8/EPSC1) in different concentrations of
Cae for WT and Eag1 KO cells are show in Figure 16C. Earlier studies report a decrease in
facilitation as Cae increases (Kreitzer and Regehr, 2000; Foster et al., 2005). I found that in the
WT, steady-state facilitation was largest in 1.5mM Cae and decreased upon further increase in
Cae.

Figure 16 Facilitation at the PF-PC synapse at different concentrations of Cae. A, Response to 50Hz
train stimulation in 1mM external calcium. B, same in 4mM external calcium. C, Percentual facilitation at
the 8th EPSC of a 50Hz train, when facilitation reached a plateau. Open circles, Eag1 KO; solid circle,
WT. Each data point is the average of five to ten cells.
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A possible reason is that the calcium influx in very low Cae is too small to cause a
significant increase in residual calcium, which is the most important factor for facilitation in the
parallel fibre synapse (Atluri and Regehr, 1996). In the knockout, the largest facilitation is
observed already at 1mM Cae. Assuming an increased calcium influx already at lower Cae, the
calcium influx at 1mM Cae would be enough to lead to a strong increase in residual calcium.
Interestingly, the peak facilitation in the WT (249 ± 31% at 1.5mM Cae) is still smaller than the
peak facilitation in the Eag1 KO cells (337 ± 24% at 1mM Cae).
Decrease of facilitation during long stimulus trains
An increased facilitation can also mean increased transmitter release and should accordingly
lead to an earlier depletion of the vesicle pool. It has been reported, that the PF-PC synapse can
sustain high rates of firing for more than 100 pulses without depression (Kreitzer and Regehr,
2000). I tested the response to a train of 50 stimuli given at 50Hz to see if the EPSC size
decreased and if yes, if there were differences between WT and Eag1 KO cells. Figure 17 shows
the percentual facilitation plotted against the response number. The time course of facilitation
during the train was different between WT and Eag1 KO. As seen in Figure 15B and Figure 17,
facilitation rose to a plateau at the 3rd pulse in the WT, from which it decayed nearly linearly to
42.6% at pulse 50. Facilitation in the Eag1 KO cells showed a sharp peak between the 2nd and
10th pulse before decaying also close to linear after pulse 10 to 84.7% at pulse 50. The slopes of
the decay were -1.023 ± 0.023 in the WT and -1.408 ± 0.053 in the Eag1 KO (p < 0.0001,
Student’s t-test).

Figure 17: Facilitation decays during a stimulus train. During prolonged stimulation at 50Hz, the
facilitation in both genotypes decays close to linearly after an initial peak. The slopes of the decay are
significantly different between WT and Eag1 KO (-1.023 ± 0.023 and -1.408 ± 0.053, respectively).
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This suggests that in the Eag1 KO synapses, more transmitter is released in the first phase of
the train, which causes a slightly faster reduction in the vesicle pool or a faster saturation and
desensitisation of postsynaptic receptors.

Kinetics of the EPSC during trains
To gain more insight about the reasons for increased facilitation, it is crucial to determine
the kinetics of the EPSCs and compare them between the WT and Eag1 KO cells.
The rise time of the EPSC is tightly related to the calcium signal in the presynaptic terminal.
Changes in the rise time might reflect changes in the action potential and the subsequent
duration of the calcium microdomain, which causes fast, phasic release of neurotransmitter
(Bollmann and Sakmann, 2005). A broadening of the EPSC during the train can be evidence for
glutamate pooling or spillover (Carter and Regehr, 2000). Anatomical studies have shown that
parallel fibre – Purkinje cell synapses are well ensheathed by glia cells, which makes spillover
and pooling less likely to occur (Xu-Friedman et al., 2001). Further, by extracellular stimulation
I activated granule cells that give disperse input throughout the dendritic tree, and not just a
single “beam” as observed during extracellular stimulation (Marcaggi et al., 2003). An
increased decay time can also be caused by an increase in delayed release, which is driven by
residual calcium (Chen and Regehr, 1999).
Figure 18A shows the absolute values of the 10 – 90% rise time of EPSCs recorded in
Purkinje cells during extracellular stimulation in the granule layer at 50Hz. The first EPSC had
a rise time of 1.24 ± 0.12ms in the WT and 1.35 ± 0.10ms in the Eag1 KO (n = 17 and 14, n.s.).
In WT cells, the rise time increased very little during the train, indicating that the calcium
current triggering release did not increase in duration. In Purkinje cells of Eag1 KO animals, the
rise time of the EPSC increased during the first five stimuli of the train before reaching a
plateau at 1.67 ± 0.14ms in comparison to 1.31 ± 0.08ms in the WT (p= 0.0235, unpaired t-test).
On the right side of Figure 18A, the rise times were normalised to the first value and plotted
against the stimulus number. The time course of the rise times resembled closely that of the
facilitation in response to a 50Hz train (Figure 15B). While the rise time in the WT increased
slightly during the first three pulses, the rise time in the Eag1 KO cells rose more steeply until
the fifth pulse where it reached a plateau (1.25 ± 0.052ms in the Eag1 KO and 1.068 ±
0.03873ms in the WT, respectively. p=0.0066, unpaired t-test).
The decay times of the EPSCs are pictured in Figure 18B. On the left, the absolute values
are plotted against the stimulus number. Decay times in the Eag1 KO cells were slightly, but not
significantly larger than in the WT. The diagram on the right side shows that the time course of
the decay times is not different in both genotypes. These data suggest a prolongation of
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neurotransmitter release during a regular 50Hz - stimulus train. The effect is visible in both
genotypes, but markedly stronger in Eag1 KO cells.

Figure 18. EPSC kinetics of WT and Eag1 KO mice. A, left The 10-90% rise time of the EPSCs
measured in Purkinje cells during stimulation with 50Hz in the granule layer are plotted against the
stimulus number. In the WT (solid circles), the rise time increases only nonsignificantly during the
stimulus train. In Eag1 KO cells (open circles), the rise time increases during the first five stimuli of the
train before reaching a plateau. Right, the rise time values are normalised to the first one in the train. It
becomes clear that the increase is more pronounced in the Eag1 KO cells (open circles) than in the WT
(solid circles). B, left, the decay of the EPSCs was fitted with a single exponential and the time constant
plotted against the stimulus number. In both genotypes, a slight increase in the decay time is observed,
which is a little more pronounced in the WT (solid circles) than in Eag1 KO cells (open circles). Right,
the data points are normalised to the first one in the train. The time course of the increase in the decay
time is very similar between WT and Eag1 KO. Data points are averages of 14-17 cells each, error bars
are s.e.m.

Bollmann et al. (2005) showed that a broadening of calcium current leads to an increase in
rise time. This finding points towards a role for Eag1 in action potential repolarisation. The
decay times of EPSCs do not differ between WT and KO, providing evidence against Eag1
being located postsynaptically. Further, only a small increase occurs during trains of stimuli,
suggesting that glutamate spillover and pooling does not cause the increase facilitation seen in
Eag1 KO cells.
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3.3.6

Target-dependent plasticity in the cerebellar cortex

Axons of granule cells form synapses onto Purkinje cells as well as onto molecular layer
interneurons. Basket cells (BC) are located close to the Purkinje cell soma and receive input
mainly from the ascending part of the axon while stellate cells (SC) are located between the pia
and the middle of the molecular layer (Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974). The different synapses
formed by the granule cell axon have been shown to express target-dependent plasticity (Bao et
al., 2010). I wanted to test if the loss of Eag1 affects all three synapses in the same way, so I
performed whole-cell patch clamp on the cell bodies of SC and BC during extracellular
stimulation of granule cells. Facilitation in the stellate cells was smaller than that observed in
Purkinje cells from WT animals. The time course however was similar (Figure 19A). This is
different from the results reported in Bao et al. (2010), who observed a strong facilitation
followed by a decay of the EPSC amplitude. Facilitation at pulse 3 was 51.1 ± 9.2% in the WT
(Figure 19C, solid circles), and 48.7 ± 9.1% in the KO (Figure 19C, open circles).

Figure 19. Eag1 does not alter facilitation at PF - BC and PF - SC synapses. A, PF synapses express
target-dependent plasticity in the WT. The percentual facilitation is defined as (EPSCn-EPSC1)/EPSC1 x
100 and plotted against the response number. Each point is the average of 24 Purkinje cells (open circles),
6 stellate cells (stars) and 7 basket cells (solid circles). B, Loss of Eag1 acts only on PF-PC synapse (24
cells, open circles) but not on PF - SC (6 cells, stars) or PF - BC (6 cells, solid circles) synapses. C, PFSC synapses are not changed by loss of Eag1. D, PF-BC synapses are not changed by loss of Eag1.
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Facilitation in basket cells showed a slightly different time course during the train than in
Purkinje or stellate cells. While the EPSCs in PCs and SCs reached a stable plateau in the WT
(Figure 19A), responses in basket cells of both genotypes reached a peak value around the third
pulse followed by a decrease in facilitation until the size of the first response was almost
recovered (Figure 19D). Facilitation at EPSC3 in the WT was 28.6 ± 25.5% (Figure 19D, closed
circles), 45.1 ± 15.0% in Eag1 KO cells (Figure 19D, closed circles).
This is in line with previous findings (Bao et al., 2010), that see the PF-BC synapse as a
depressing synapse. While in my hands no clear depression is observed, a strong decrease in
facilitation is obvious. Neither synapse was significantly affected by loss of Eag1. This speaks
in favour of a selective localisation of Eag1 channels at parallel fibre – Purkinje cell synapses
and against localisation on the ascending axon

3.3.7

EGTA application does not rescue increased facilitation

The residual calcium hypothesis is a widely accepted theory that states that accumulation of
calcium ions in the presynaptic terminal leads to an increased release upon arrival of the next
action potential (Zucker and Regehr, 2002). Residual calcium can be reduced by the
introduction of the low-affinity calcium chelator EGTA into the terminal (Atluri and Regehr,
1996). Due to the slow time constant of EGTA, the peak Ca2+ transient is not affected, while the
decay of residual Ca2+ is accelerated in a dose-dependent manner. A simple and straightforward
explanation for the increased facilitation at the PF-PC synapse in Eag1 KO animals (Figure 14,
Figure 15) is an increase in residual calcium, either due to prolonged opening of Ca 2+ channels
in the presynaptic terminal or to generally elevated basal Ca2+ levels due to a less polarised
resting potential of the terminal. It has been shown on several studies that subthreshold
depolarisations can lead to an increased resting Ca2+ and enlarged EPSCs (Awatramani et al.,
2005; Hori and Takahashi, 2009; Christie et al., 2011). To test this hypothesis I performed
facilitation experiments after incubating the slices with 50µM EGTA tetra(acetoxymethylester)
(AM), which enables it to permeate cell membranes. Inside the cell, the acetoxymethylester is
cleaved off and the now membrane-impermeable EGTA accumulates inside the cell. I started by
determining the paired-pulse ratio for interstimulus intervals (ISIs) between 100 and 25ms,
since the loss of Eag1 did not affect facilitation during long ISIs (Figure 14). Paired-pulse
facilitation, defined as (EPSC2-EPSC1/EPSC1) × 100 decayed with a time constant of 42.11ms
in the WT and 27.91ms in the KO (Figure 20A).
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Figure 20. Alteration of calcium dynamics with EGTA-AM reduces facilitation in the WT and to a
lesser extent in Eag1 KO mice. A, The time course of facilitation in 2mM Cae without EGTA-AM.
Facilitation at 25ms, but not longer interstimulus intervals (ISI) is increased in the KO, resulting in a
faster decay constant. B, After 15min incubation with EGTA-AM, facilitation in the WT is strongly
reduced at all ISIs. The decay constant is reduced to 20.78ms. In the KO, the time constant is increased to
89.01ms. C, Percentual reduction of the facilitation after EGTA-AM application. Facilitation is reduced
to la larger extent in the WT than in the KO. Data points are mean values calculated from A and B, error
bars are calculated from the pooled variance. Some error bars are obscured by points. D, Percentual
facilitation in response to a 50Hz train recorded in Purkinje cells. E, Percentual facilitation after
incubation with 50µM EGTA-AM. Each data point is the average of 4 to 6 cells, error bars are s.e.m.

These values are considerably shorter than those reported in Figure 14, but one has to keep
in mind that the fit here was performed to only 4 values instead of 13 data points in Figure 14.
The ratio of the decay constants between WT and Eag1 KO is similar (0.64 and 0.67). The
slices were incubated with 50µM EGTA-AM for 15 minutes, followed by extensive washing
with normal aCSF. Facilitation was considerably reduced in both genotypes (Figure 20B,C) for
all ISIs. However, the time constants of facilitation were dramatically different. While in the
WT, the decay time was only one-half of control, it was more than tripled in the KO.
Comparing the reductions in facilitation caused by EGTA (Figure 20C), it became obvious that
EGTA had less effect in the Eag1 KO than in the WT. The reduction in the WT increased with
the ISI, reflecting a decrease in Cares at longer time intervals between the pulses. In the KO, the
reduction was also more intense, but slower and starting from a lower value at 25ms ISI. This
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suggests higher levels of Cares in the knockout, since we can assume that the concentration of
EGTA in the terminals is very similar between WT and Eag1 KO.
I proceeded to determine the effect of EGTA on facilitation during a 50Hz stimulus train.
The percentual facilitation under control conditions is pictured in Figure 20D. As expected, the
response to the 50Hz train was changed after incubation with 50µM EGTA. Instead of rising
sharply and reaching a plateau after few stimuli, facilitation continued to build up until reaching
a plateau around the 20th pulse This behaviour suggests a continuous increase in Cares in the
terminal. With every pulse, more EGTA binds to Ca2+ and is thus not available for buffering at
the following pulse. The equilibrium shifts towards Cares and subsequently, facilitation
increases. Facilitation is higher in the KO than in the WT, in line with the results in Figure 20AC.
These data suggest that the Ca2+ concentration is indeed higher in Eag1 KO terminals.
Nevertheless, one could argue that the concentration of EGTA in the terminal should be high
enough to reduce increased free Cares in the KO to WT levels. Thus, I cannot rule out the
possibility of another factor contributing to the enhanced facilitation seen in the Eag1 KO
synapses.

3.3.8

Increased calcium influx into the presynaptic terminal

To investigate how the observed modulation of synaptic strength by Eag1 is related to
presynaptic calcium dynamics, I performed two-photon calcium imaging in presynaptic boutons
of the parallel fibre. Although it is impossible to distinguish between PF-PC and PF-SC
synapses in this preparation, we don’t expect that the different properties of PF-SC synapses
(Figure 19) significantly influence our results, since it is estimated that ~94% of parallel fibre
synapses form onto Purkinje cell dendrites (Palkovits et al., 1971).
After loading the granule cell for at least 20 minutes with the high-affinity calcium indicator
Oregon Green BAPTA-1, the axon was visible far into the molecular layer and individual
boutons appeared as bead-like swellings on both the ascending axon and parallel fibre (Figure
21A, left). After selection of a bouton (Figure 21A, top right), a line scan was performed while
one to three action potentials were elicited by injection of current pulses into the granule cell
soma. Stimulation led to a rapid, transient increase in fluorescence (Figure 21A, bottom right).
Figure 21B shows sample recordings in boutons of an Eag1 KO cell (red trace) and a WT cell
(black trace) in response to three action potentials at 100Hz. Changes in fluorescence are plotted
as dF/F0, i.e. the background-subtracted change in fluorescence was divided by the baseline
value (Figure 21B). Traces were fitted with an exponential decay function (red lines). A single
action potential evoked a slightly but not significantly increased response in Eag1 KO cells in
comparison to the WT (Figure 21C, i). Increasing the number of action potentials to three at
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50Hz (Figure 21C, ii) nearly doubled the peak dF/F0 in WT and in Eag1 KO synapses (p<0.01
and p<0.001, respectively), but an increase in frequency from 50 to 100Hz did not cause a
further increase in the WT (Figure 21C, iii). This is in line with the earlier findings that the
increase in facilitation at higher frequencies is not due to an increase in calcium influx, for
example by calcium-dependent facilitation of calcium currents, but caused by downstream
mechanisms like increase in Cares or saturation of endogenous calcium buffers (Mintz et al.,
1995; Regehr and Atluri, 1995; Atluri and Regehr, 1996; Kreitzer and Regehr, 2000; Brenowitz
and Regehr, 2007).
In the knockout however, increasing the frequency from 50 to 100Hz further increased the
peak dF/F0 by 23.4% (p<0.01). This would speak in favour of an increased calcium influx
during the second and/or third pulse of the burst. This could be due to a prolonged opening of
calcium channels due to a broadened action potential (Sabatini and Regehr, 1997; Bollmann and
Sakmann, 2005). Due to its dependence on the holding potential, Eag1 would take part in
repolarisation of the membrane depending on the frequency and pulse number. Comparing the
results from WT and Eag1 KO boutons, it was observed that the peak dF/F0 after 3 action
potentials at 50Hz was increased by 33.5% in the knockout (p<0.05, Fig 4C ii) and by 78.3%
after 3 action potentials at 100Hz (p<0.001, Figure 21C iv).
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Figure 21. Two-photon-imaging in the parallel fibre bouton. A, left 3D-recontruction of a cerebellar
granule cell filled with the high-affinity calcium indicator Oregon Green-BAPTA-1.The pipette is visible
in the lower right corner. Synaptic boutons are pictured as yellow. Scale bar 100µm. Top right
fluorescence was measured by performing a line scan across a bouton (horizontal line). Bottom,
fluorescence signal as evoked by 3 action potentials (arrowhead). B, representative traces measured in a
bouton of an Eag1 KO (bottom, red) and WT (top, black) in response to 3 action potentials given at
100Hz to the granule cell soma. Traces were fitted with an exponential function (red line). C, The
fluorescence ratio dF/F0 measured in response to 1 AP (left), 3 AP at 50Hz (middle), and 3 AP at 100Hz
(right). The calcium influx in the knockout is increased in a frequency dependent manner.

3.3.9

Fitting a model of synaptic plasticity to the data

The data I presented so far speak in favour of an increased facilitation although the action
potential is broadened by loss of Eag1. A broadening of the action potential and subsequent
increased calcium influx should lead to a higher release probability and thus to less facilitation.
Simulations of synaptic plasticity offer a way to change a given parameter of a system and
directly observe the consequences. Several mathematical models of synaptic plasticity have
been developed to simulate the time course of facilitation and depression (Tsodyks and
Markram, 1997; Varela et al., 1997; Dittman et al., 2000). All of them are phenomenological
models, which describe the postsynaptic response without including a detailed biophysical
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description of the process. The model proposed by Dittmann et al. contains many free
parameters but includes the concentration of calcium-bound sites as variables CaXF and CaXD
for facilitation and recovery from depression, respectively. After each action potential, CaX F
and CaXD increase by a step of the size ΔF and ΔD, respectively, and decay exponentially back
to 0 with time constants τF and τD. By fitting the model to the data obtained during 50Hz
stimulation, I tried to gain more insight in the interplay between the different parameters during
facilitation and elucidate which parameters need to be changed in the WT to obtain the
characteristics of the Eag1 KO. The fits were performed with the Mathematica software. Start
values for parameters were chosen according to the results obtained in this study and, for
parameters that were inaccessible, to resemble those published earlier (Dittman et al., 2000) and
are summarised in Table 5.
To compare the time course of facilitation during a train between WT and Eag1 KO, the
normalised amplitudes obtained by stimulation with a 50Hz pulse train were plotted against
each other (Figure 22A). If the difference were mainly caused by a parallel shift due to the
addition of a constant, the slope of the linear regression through the data points would be not
significantly different from 1.

Figure 22. Fit to a phenomenological model of synaptic plasticity. A, normalised EPSC amplitudes
recorded in WT and Eag1 KO cells in response to a 50Hz stimulation are plotted against each other and
fitted with linear regression. The slope is 0.7 ± 0.03, indicating that the two curves do not run in parallel
to each other. B, fitting a model of synaptic plasticity to the data revealed that a good fit to the WT data
(black squares for data, open squares for fit) cannot be converted into a good fit to the Eag1 KO data (red
squares for data, open red squares for fit) by lowering the initial release probability (open circles, upright
triangles) or increasing initial release probability (inverted triangles).

The linear fit yielded a slope of 0.7 ± 0.03 (R2=0.92). This is a strong indication that the two
curves do not run in parallel to each other. The first data point was excluded, as the
normalszation causes it artificially to be equal in both genotypes
Following this, the set of equations described in the Methods section were fitted to the first
ten WT responses. The later pulses were excluded because the probable effects of postsynaptic
receptor

saturation

and

desensitisation,

which
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can

obscure

presynaptic

dynamics.

Experimentally obtained values for facilitation (here, as in Dittmann et al. presented as
normalised to the first response) in the WT (black squares) and Eag1 KO (red squares) are
pictured in Figure 22B. The best fits are added as open symbols in the same colour. It soon
became clear that the model is “underrepresented” by the data, meaning that several sets of
parameters can result in a satisfactory fit. However, it was interesting to see that a good fit to the
WT data cannot be converted into a good fit for the Eag1 KO data by only changing release
probability. An increase in the initial release probability (termed F1, as in Dittman et al.) caused
always less facilitation (inverted triangles), while a decrease in the release probability caused
more facilitation but with a time course that does not match the KO data (Figure 22B, open
circles, open triangles).

Table 5: Parameters used for fitting the model to the WT data. *, values used according to Dttiman et
al. (2000). ♪ obtained experimentally.

Value for fit to the WT
data

Parameter Definition
F1

Initial release probability

0.06

KD

Affinity of CaXD for the release site

4.5

KF

Affinity of CaXF for the release site

10.6878

τF

Decay constant of CaXF after an action potential

0.1515

τD

Decay constant of CaXD after an action potential

0.05

ΔF *

Incremental increase of CaXF after a stimulus

1

ΔD *

Incremental increase of CaXD after a stimulus

1

K0 *

Baseline rate of recovery from refractory state

2

kmax *

Maximal recovery rate from the refractory state

30

Facilitation ratio EPSC2/EPSC1

1.7

ρ♪
r

frequency

50Hz
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4 Discussion
In this thesis, I studied the localisation of Eag1 by biochemical and electrophysiological
means and report for the first time an Eag1-compatible current in a mammalian neuron, namely
the presynaptic terminal of the calyx of Held. Further, the involvement of Eag1 in synaptic
transmission was evaluated at the parallel fibre – Purkinje cell synapse in the cerebellum. It was
found that facilitation is increased in a frequency-dependent manner in synapses from Eag1 KO
mice. Elimination of residual calcium in the terminal by EGTA-AM did not rescue the
phenotype. Calcium imaging revealed that the calcium influx is increased depending on the
pulse number and stimulation frequency. This was further supported by assessing the
relationship between external calcium and transmitter release and facilitation and by fitting a
mathematical model of synaptic plasticity to the data.

4.1 Subcellular localisation of Eag1 channels
Western blotting
It has been reported before that Eag1 is widely expressed in the mammalian brain (Ludwig
et al., 2000; Saganich et al., 2001; Martin et al., 2008), however the exact subcellular
localisation of the channel was unclear. Electrophysiological studies and immunostainings in
Drosophila larvae and adults agree on a presynaptic localisation except for some antennal
neurons where dEag is involved in dendritic transduction of odours (Kaplan and Trout, 1969;
Ganetzky and Wu, 1983; Wu et al., 1983; Dubin et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2002; Sun et al.,
2004). In mammals, the published evidence for a certain localisation of Eag1 in the brain is
sparse and contradicting and relies exclusively on immunostainings. Jeng et al. (2005) claimed
somatodendritic localisation in hippocampal neurons as well as colocalisation with synaptic
markers. However, their conclusion that the staining from Eag1 is “opposite” of that from
presynaptic markers has to be interpreted with care. The size of a hippocampal synapse is so
small, that a distinction of pre- and postsynaptic site is difficult with standard confocal
microscopy. Martin et al. (2008) observed only somatic signals for Eag1 in the adult rat brain.
This can be due to the very high turnover rate of the channel, so that a lower expression in
axons or dendrites falls below the detection limit after optimisation of the signal to noise ratio.
The most recent study dealing with the localisation of Eag1 used single-particle tracking on
cultured hippocampal neurons to determine the lateral mobility of Eag1 (Gómez-Varela et al.,
2010). They report an axonal localisation for 80% of the particles and a drastic slowing down of
mobility in synaptic regions. Further, electron micrographs of suggest a predominantly
presynaptic localisation of Eag1.
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I performed a Western blot with subcellular fractions of the adult mouse brain to gain more
insight in the subcellular localisation of Eag1. A signal was detected in all fractions except in
cytosolic synaptosomal proteins. This was expected, as Eag1 is a transmembrane protein.
Taking into account the high turnover rate of the channel, a signal in the cell bodies as well as
the crude synaptic vesicle fraction was also expectable. The strongest signal was observed in the
synaptic plasma membrane fraction. This fraction also contains glial membranes, so I performed
a western blot with protein lysates from cultured glia cells. No band was detected, indicating
that the signal in the synaptic plasma membrane fraction most probably originates from Eag1 in
neuronal membranes. This is further corroborated by real time PCR results from cultured glia
cells, which shows only very low or no expression of Eag1 mRNA (R. Ufartes, personal
communication).
These data suggest a preferentially synaptic localisation of Eag1 channels. The synaptic
plasma membrane fraction contains both pre and postsynaptic membranes, so a final conclusion
about the exact position of Eag1 cannot be made by biochemical means.

An Eag1-compatible current in the rat calyx of Held
So far, no endogenous Eag1 current has been measured in neuronal cells. Considering the
synaptic localisation of Eag1, one might argue that patch-clamping the soma is not suitable for
detection of an Eag1 current among the various potassium conductances in a neuron. The
synaptic terminal is usually very small and not accessible by measurements with
microelectrodes. An exception to this is the calyx of Held, a giant presynaptic terminal in the
auditory brainstem, which is accessible to direct patch-clamp recordings (Borst et al., 1995). I
performed whole-cell patch clamp on the presynaptic terminal in young rats and mice with the
aim to record a current compatible with Eag1. After adding caesium to the intracellular solution,
I was able to measure an outward current whose activation kinetics was dependent on the
holding potential (Figure 5). The effect was not so strong as in heterologous expression systems
like HEK-293 cells or Xenopus oocytes, but considering the presence of other Cs-conducting
potassium channels at the calyx (Schneggenburger and Forsythe, 2006) it is unlikely that a pure
Eag1 current was recorded. Since no specific chemical blocker is available, I used a monoclonal
antibody against the pore of Eag1, that has been shown to reduce currents through the channel
(Gómez-Varela et al., 2007). After 15 minutes of incubation with the antibody and repetitive
depolarisation, I observed a reduction in the steady state current by 25.9% (Figure 5), which
speaks in favour of a participation of Eag1 in the current. The Cole-Moore shift was only
slightly affected by the antibody. This might be due to expression of Eag2, which gives rise to
similar currents as Eag1 and also shows a Cole-Moore shift (Saganich et al., 1999). Eag1 and
Eag2 can form heteromultimers (Schönherr et al., 2002a), which are not necessarily blocked by
the antibody, so the remaining current sensitive to the holding potential probably carried by a
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mixture of unblocked Eag1, Eag2 and heteromultimers of the two channels. No Eag1-like
current was detected in the MNTB principal cell of the rat. This speaks in favour of a
presynaptic localisation of the channel.
To confirm the expression of Eag1 in the rat calyx of Held, I performed an immunostaining
with antibodies against Eag1 and VGlut1 as a presynaptic marker (Figure 6). The signal for
Eag1 was mostly overlapping with the signal for VGlut1, albeit some fluorescence was
observed in regions without VGlut1. This could point towards a certain level of postsynaptic
expression of Eag1; yet the absence of a detectable Cole-Moore shift does not support this
hypothesis.
To be able to use the Eag1-deficient mouse generated by Dr. R. Ufartes, I tried to identify
an Eag1 current in the calyx of Held of young mice. Despite the use of Cs+ in the pipette, no
current showing a Cole-Moore shift was detected. The potassium currents in mice were
generally larger than those in rats. By adding low concentrations of TEA to the extracellular
solution, I tried to reduce the current amplitude. This almost completely abolished outward
currents, and subsequent experiments in HEK cells confirmed that Eag1 is reduced by 5-10mM
extracellular TEA (data not shown). An immunostaining for Eag1 in the MNTB of mice did not
show any specific signal (data not shown). This could mean that either Eag1 is not expressed in
the mouse calyx of Held, unlike in the rat, or that the contribution of Eag1 to the potassium
currents of the calyx is too small to be noticed under these experimental conditions. Therefore,
it did not seem feasible to use the calyx of Held as a model region to elucidate the physiological
role of Eag1 in the brain.
However, I present for the first time a current recorded in a neuronal cell that is compatible
with the characteristics of Eag1 and can be blocked by an Eag1-specific antibody. The results
also provide further evidence for the synaptic localisation of Eag1, especially when taking into
account the staining seen for protein in the MNTB (Martin et al., 2008) and the absence of
mRNA (Saganich et al., 2001).

Properties of granule- and Purkinje cell bodies
After the calyx was excluded as a suitable model system to study Eag1 function, I decided
to take advantage of the high expression levels of Eag1 in the cerebellum, where no Eag2 is
expressed. As discussed above, there is a discrepancy in the literature concerning exact
localisation of Eag1. While mRNA was detected in the granule layer (Ludwig et al., 1994;
Saganich et al., 2001), protein was detected by immunohistochemistry in the Purkinje cells
(Martin et al., 2008). Preliminary experiments performed by M. Kuscher (MPI of experimental
Medicine) suggest the presence of Eag1 mRNA in the cell body of Purkinje cells. To evaluate
the membrane properties and excitability of granule cells and Purkinje cells, I performed wholecell current clamp on the cell bodies. Granule cells of Eag1 KO mice did not show any
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difference in membrane properties, excitability, evoked firing frequencies or action potential
properties (Figure 7, Figure 8). Purkinje cells of both genotypes showed similar behaviour to
already published studies (Llinás and Sugimori, 1980; Fernandez et al., 2007) and here as well,
no difference was observed in excitability, firing behaviour or action potential properties. I
conclude that Eag1 channels do not play a significant role in controlling the electric behaviour
of the cell bodies of granule- or Purkinje cells.
The discrepancies between studies of mRNA and protein distribution can now be
interpreted considering the synaptic localisation of Eag1. It has been reported before that
potassium channels can have an asymmetric expression pattern in cerebellar basket cells
(Southan and Robertson, 1998). Accordingly, the somatic signal for Eag1 does not have to
result from an expression in that particular cell, but could also be due to synapses formed onto
the soma by other cells. For example, pyramidal cells in the CA1 regions of the hippocampus
show less mRNA levels than CA3 cells, but both regions show the same staining for protein.
The high signal in the Purkinje cell somata despite no or little evidence for mRNA expression
could be explained by Eag1 in the climbing fiber synapses, where it was observed during axonal
migration (M. Rubio and L. Pardo, personal communication). However, no mRNA was detected
in the inferior olive, the origin of the climbing fiber. If Purkinje cells express Eag1 mRNA, and
the functional channel is located at the synaptic terminals, one would expect a staining in the
deep cerebellar nuclei, which was reported by Martin et al. (2008).
These experiments, as well as the measurements in the calyx of Held are the first functional
assessment of Eag1 localisation. Together, they provide strong evidence for the synaptic
localisation and a further way of interpretation to previously published data.

4.2 Eag1 in synaptic transmission and facilitation
I used the parallel fibre – Purkinje cell synapse as a model to study Eag1 function. The
synapse is well characterised, no recurrent excitation occurs and it is possible to measure
presynaptic calcium transients in single boutons. The PF-PC synapse has been described to
show pronounced paired-pulse facilitation (Konnerth et al., 1990), possibly due to its very low
pr (Dittman et al., 2000), which can be sustained during long train of stimuli (Kreitzer and
Regehr, 2000). Extracellular stimulation in the granule layer during voltage-clamp of the
Purkinje cell body caused increased facilitation in Eag1 KO cells. This effect was dependent on
the input frequency and pulse number, furthermore, no effect was seen in PF-SC and PF-BC
synapses. Target-dependent plasticity was described before in the cerebellum (Bao et al., 2010)
and found to be due to postsynaptic receptor saturation and multivesicular release at the PF-BC
synapse. The STP measured in interneurons in that study differed slightly from my results,
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which might be due to different stimulation paradigms, but also to the high variability observed
in the BC responses (Figure 19). Differences between synapses formed by the ascending part of
the granule cell axon and the parallel fibre have also been observed (Sims and Hartell, 2006). It
was difficult to stimulate synapses formed onto stellate cells and basket cells with the
stimulation pipette placed both in the granule layer and laterally distant from the target cell. To
reduce effects by fibre recruitment (Kocsis et al., 1983), I decided to stimulate in the granule
layer, but closer to the soma of the target cells. Like this, a greater part of the ascending fibre
population was stimulated, suggesting that Eag1 is located specifically on the parallel fibres.

Facilitation is generally seen as a transient change in release probability. A number of
reasons can account for this.
1. Fibre recruitment during trains of stimulation can increase the synaptic response
(Kocsis et al., 1983).
2. The initial release probability could be diminished, as for example seen in Munc-13-3
mutations (Augustin et al., 2001) or CAPS2 (Sadakata et al., 2007).
3. A broadening of the action potential during trains can cause an alteration of the
presynaptic calcium current that triggers neurotransmitter release (Klein and Kandel,
1980; Augustine, 1990; Sabatini and Regehr, 1997; Bollmann and Sakmann, 2005).
4. A build-up of residual calcium in the presynaptic terminal is known to facilitate
synaptic transmission (Katz and Miledi, 1968; Kamiya and Zucker, 1994; Atluri and
Regehr, 1996; Zucker and Regehr, 2002) and accelerate recovery from depression
(Dittman and Regehr, 1998; Stevens and Wesseling, 1998; Wang and Kaczmarek, 1998;
Sakaba and Neher, 2001).
5. Facilitation of calcium channels during stimulus trains (Borst and Sakmann, 1998;
Cuttle et al., 1998; Forsythe et al., 1998) or relieve of tonic G-protein inhibition of Ca2+
channels (reviewed in Tedford and Zamponi (2006)).

I will interpret the results obtained in this study with regards to the factors mentioned above.
Enhanced fibre recruitment (1) can almost be excluded, since stimulation in the granule layer
activates a more disperse set of parallel fibres than stimulation in the molecular layer, thus
reducing the amount of local depolarisation (Marcaggi and Attwell, 2005; Beierlein et al.,
2007). Although I cannot exclude a contribution of fibre recruitment, the results described in
section 3.4 make other factors more likely.

A reduction of the initial release probability (2) in the Eag1 KO synapses is not in line with
the data presented here. Although certain voltage gated potassium channels have been shown to
directly interact with proteins of the SNARE complex (Singer-Lahat et al., 2007), Eag1 is not
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known to interact with any protein of the vesicle cycle, so a function in the release machinery
seems unlikely. Mutations that lowered initial release probability (Augustin et al., 2001;
Sadakata et al., 2007) resulted also in enhanced facilitation at the PF-PC synapse, but the effect
was less or not dependent on the frequency or pulse number. Additionally, one could think that
a loss of a potassium channel leads to a more depolarised terminal, thus increasing release
probability by increasing the resting Ca2+concentration (Awatramani et al., 2005; Hori and
Takahashi, 2009). When a model of synaptic plasticity was fitted to the data (see section 3.3.9,
Figure 22B), it became clear that lowering the release probability cannot reproduce the time
course of facilitation during a stimulus train in Eag1 KO cells. The release probability (here F1)
used to fit the model was with 0.06 a little higher than reported in Dittmann et al. This fits to the
finding that the facilitation observed here is smaller than the results reported by Dittmann et al.
If the increase in facilitation on Eag1 KO cells was due to a decreased initial release probability,
it should be possible to obtain a good fit to the data by keeping all parameters nearly constant
while lowering the release probability. A reduced release probability causes ultimately more
facilitation, albeit it increases in slower steps than observed in the Eag1 KO. The rising phase
can be made steeper by adjusting other model parameters, but the resulting curve soon
surpassed the Eag1 KO data. The high number of free parameters in the model limits the
strength of conclusions that can be drawn, since more than one set of parameters yielded a
reasonably good fit. The results can nevertheless be seen as a suggestion for a preferential
direction of interpretation of the experimental data.

Several clues point towards a frequency-dependent broadening of the action potential (3) in
Eag1 KO synapses. The first hint was the pulse-dependent increase in the EPSC rise time. The
rise time of the EPSC is tightly connected to the temporal dimension of the Ca2+ microdomain
triggering release, which in turn is highly sensitive to the width of the action potential (Sabatini
and Regehr, 1997; Bollmann and Sakmann, 2005). When comparing the absolute rise time
values during a 50Hz train (Figure 18), one can see that the rise time for the first EPSC is not
different between Eag1 KO and WT. This suggests that the first action potential is not
significantly broadened. The rise time in the WT increased slightly until a plateau was reached
at pulse 3, where the increase was about 10%. In the Eag1 KO however, the rise time both
increased more steeply and reached its plateau only at the fifth pulse at a level of 25% increase.
Interestingly, this reflects exactly the time course of facilitation during the trains (Figure 15).
An increased rise time could also be caused by high series resistance or noise artifacts. For this
reason, only those cells were included that had a particularly low series resistance and the
minima of the EPSCs were fitted with 6th grade polynomial functions to remove noise artefacts.
If the effect would be due to an increase in series resistance during the train, one would expect it
to occur in both genotypes to the same degree.
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Further evidence for use-dependent action potential broadening comes from the Ca2+ imaging
experiments (Figure 21). There it was observed that the calcium influx into the presynaptic
terminal of the parallel fibre was increased in Eag1 KO cells when stimulated with three pulses
at 50 or 100Hz, but not during a single action potential. This effect can be attributable to the
dependence of the activation kinetics of Eag1 on the holding potential, the Cole-Moore Shift.
This provides the channel with a kind of very short-term memory for recent activity of the
synapse and could cause activation of Eag1 only at repeated stimulation. Upon arrival of the
first AP, Eag1 would not take a significant part in repolarisation of the action potential; its
kinetics would be too slow. However, the depolarisation would prepare the channel for opening.
If now a second stimulus arrives shortly after the first one, Eag1 can open sufficiently fast to
take part in repolarisation of the action potential. Thereby, it could balance the effects of
cumulative inactivation of K+ channels, which have been described at pituitary nerve terminals
and at the hippocampal mossy fibre terminal (Jackson et al., 1991; Geiger and Jonas, 2000).
This would explain the observed pulse- and frequency dependence (Figure 15, Figure 18). It is
noticeable that the Ca2+ influx in the wild type was dependent on the pulse number, as expected,
but less on the frequency (Figure 21). In the knockout however, doubling of the frequency from
50 to 100Hz caused a further increase in peak fluorescence. This is indicative of an action of
Eag1 at high input frequencies. The data from calcium imaging could be interpreted in such a
way that the increased EPSCs recorded in the Eag1 KO are caused by an increased calcium
influx due to a broadening of the action potential in the first three stimuli, causing directly an
enhanced transmitter release. This is different from models of synaptic plasticity that only take
into account the intraterminal build-up and action of residual calcium (Katz and Miledi, 1968;
Kamiya and Zucker, 1994; Regehr et al., 1994; Atluri and Regehr, 1996), like acting on a highaffinity sensor or saturating endogenous Ca2+-buffers (Neher, 1998; Blatow et al., 2003). An
increased vesicle release will ultimately cause faster depletion of the readily releasable pool and
thus depression. During long stimulus trains (Figure 17), the responses in both genotypes start
to decline after reaching the peak. A nearly linear decrease in the amplitude begins right after
reaching the plateau at stimuli 3 – 5 in the WT. The peak itself is formed differently in the KO,
taking on a more steeply rising and falling shape before declining also nearly linearly after pulse
10. Albeit, the slopes of the declines are significantly different, with the Eag1 KO falling more
steeply. The different time courses also become visible when the responses of WT and Eag1 KO
are plotted against each other (Figure 22A). This indicates that the depletion of the pool
advances faster, in line with an increased transmitter release. However, I cannot exclude an
effect of postsynaptic receptor saturation and desensitisation, which has been shown to be
present at the PF-PC synapse (Foster et al., 2005). Also in this case, a faster saturation and/or
desensitisation would indicate more glutamate release from the presynapse. Since the PF-PC
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synapse can sustain trains up to 200 pulses without falling into depression (Kreitzer and Regehr,
2000), the effect of the slightly faster decline should not interfere greatly with synapse function.
Nonetheless, the duration of action of Eag1 has to be limited. Several studies have shown that
calmodulin binds and blocks Eag1 channels with an IC50 of <100nM. This block occurs with a
rather slow time constant of 130ms, which leaves enough time for Eag1 to act on a number of
action potentials that depends on the frequency. In 100ms, two APs can pass with a stimulation
frequency of 20Hz, five with a frequency of 50 Hz and 10 with a frequency of 100 Hz. Together
with the Cole-Moore Shift, this could further account for the frequency dependence observed.
Many studies about Ca2+ dependence of transmitter release have been published (e.g. (Mintz et
al., 1995; Bollmann et al., 2000; Schneggenburger and Neher, 2000; Rozov et al., 2001; Lou et
al., 2005)). While all agree on high calcium cooperativity at intermediate concentration of
intracellular Ca2+ (Cai), equivalent to a high exponent of a power function, Lou et al. showed
that cooperativity was low at low intracellular Ca2+ and the relation was better fitted by an
allosteric model. If the action potential is indeed broadened, one would expect to see an effect
upon changing the external Ca2+ concentration (Cae). At low Cae, the response would be
increased, since more calcium can enter the terminal and trigger release, while at increased Cae,
the response should be less enhanced in comparison to the WT due to earlier saturation of
postsynaptic receptors or the release machinery (Foster et al., 2005). These effects were
observed in Eag1 KO cells. The external calcium concentration was lowered from 2mM to 0.5,
1, and 1.5mM and increased to 3 and 4mM (Figure 13). The resulting relationship could be
fitted with a power law for concentrations < 3mM, a range where no postsynaptic receptor
saturation occurs (Dodge and Rahamimoff, 1967; Mintz et al., 1995; Foster et al., 2005). The
exponents obtained here (1.94 and 2.02) were quite different from the ones previously reported,
which ranged between 3 and 4. This is interesting, since the absolute data points have quite
similar values to the ones reported in Mintz et al. (1995). The 95% confidence intervals of the
fits were very large and overlapping, suggesting that a range of values for the exponents are
possible. Further, it was necessary to introduce an offset to the fit of the Eag1 KO data, because
otherwise the data at 0.5mM Cae would not be included in the fit. Extending the fit to 0mM Cae
would thus lead to the assumption that release occurs without calcium influx. One has to keep in
mind, that the relationship Cae ~ EPSC is not equivalent to Cai ~ EPSC. Lou et al. further
suggested an intrinsic fusion “willingness” of the vesicles, which prevented the dose-response
curve from going to absolute zero. A possible reason for the low fit quality is that only four data
points (0.5mM to 2mM) were fit using an equation that contains two (or three, including the
offset) free parameters. It is not feasible to fit more data points, since receptor saturation occurs
at higher concentration of Cae (Foster et al., 2005). From the data, one can infer that slightly
more transmitter is released at 0.5mM Cae, and that the saturation is greater than in the WT. The
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increase in transmitter release likely reflects an increased Ca2+ influx, which combines
additively to the assumingly constant “fusion willingness”. The results from Ca2+ imaging
suggest a significant broadening of the action potential only after the second stimulus. In that
case, no effect should be seen when observing single EPSCs, as in this experiment. This
apparent contradiction might be explained by low resolution of the imaging. The scatter among
the boutons was largest in response to a single action potential, and a small difference is easily
lost in noise. In electrophysiological recordings, the failure rate of EPSCs was increased at
0.5mM Cae compared to other conditions. If the release probability in the Eag1 KO is just
slightly increased, it might cause less failure, and so the compound EPSC is larger on average.
Both techniques are useful tools to assess synaptic properties; however one has to keep in mind
that the measurement focuses on different aspects. While in patch clamping the recorded EPSC
is made up of the action of many single boutons and necessarily represents an average value, the
signal recorded in Ca2+ imaging represents the behaviour of a single bouton at a given time
point. The amount of boutons involved in electrophysiological recordings is thus naturally
higher than the number achieved in Ca2+ imaging, resulting in a better average response.
Xu-Friedmann and Regehr (2001) showed that on average 8 vesicles are docked on the
presynaptic membrane of parallel fibres. The very low release probability of the PF-PC synapse
opens the possibility that a slight increase in release probability still results in prominent
facilitation, when the failure rate decreases, but the synapses that have just undergone release
still have a high number of vesicles docked.
These considerations are supportive of the broadened-action potential hypothesis, but should not
be used to draw definite conclusions about the release machinery.
The local Ca2+ signal triggering release equilibrates quickly with the surrounding cytosol, where
it is either bound by endogenous calcium-binding proteins or removed by extrusion. The latter
has been identified as the main controlling factor for residual Calcium (Ca res) dynamics in small
terminals like the parallel fibre bouton (Regehr and Atluri, 1995). Cares (4) is generally accepted
as the driving force behind facilitation (Zucker and Regehr, 2002). Increasing the total Ca2+
entering the terminal, one would expect an increase in Cares accumulation, assuming that the
dynamics of calcium extrusion are not altered. A change in calcium extrusion would need
further assumptions about Eag1 function such as non-canonical regulatory mechanisms of the
Ca2+-ATPase, for which no evidence exists.
Several modes of action have been proposed for Cares in the terminal. A mere addition of Cares to
the Ca2+ influx triggered by the subsequent AP seems unlikely, since the relatively small amount
of Cares would not be sufficient to cause the large increase in transmitter release. This led to the
hypothesis of at least one high-affinity calcium sensor with slow kinetics, that is located at a
relatively long diffusional distance from the Ca2+ channels (Zucker and Regehr, 2002;
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Burnashev and Rozov, 2005). Another possibility is that the saturation of endogenous Ca2+
buffers, which will lead to a nonlinear summation of Cares and microdomain Ca2+ (Neher, 1998;
Blatow et al., 2003). This issue was however not addressed in this study.
Cares has been shown to drive delayed and transient release (Atluri and Regehr, 1998; Chen and
Regehr, 1999), which act between 3 and hundreds of ms after a pulse. Transient release is also
involved in shaping the late phase of the EPSC, so an increase in Cares might be visible in a
prolonged decay time of the EPSC (Figure 18). The EPSCs in Eag1 KO cells were not
significantly broadened in comparison to the WT. Some increase is seen in the absolute values,
but the normalised data show that the time course is identical. This speaks against an abnormal
increase in transient release, however, the decay time of the EPSC is highly sensitive to external
factors like series resistance and quality of the patch, so these results can only serve as general
orientation.
Intuitively, one would associate an increase in transmitter release with sooner depletion of the
vesicle pool, so the rise in release in the Eag1 KO should be followed by more pronounced
reduction in the EPSC amplitude. This is partly what is observed (see above and Figure 17), but
nevertheless the high EPSC amplitudes are maintained throughout the duration of the stimulus
train. This can be explained by an increase in the replenishment of the readily releasable pool,
which is driven by Cares (Dittman and Regehr, 1998; Wang and Kaczmarek, 1998; Dittman et
al., 2000; Sakaba and Neher, 2001). Wang and Kaczmarek have forced a broadening of the
action potential with TEA and observed an enhancement of the rate of replenishment. The
increase in transmitter release is thought to be only transient, the Cares however can act on a
longer timescale (Regehr and Atluri, 1995). Assuming an increased Ca2+ influx over 5 stimuli,
the amount of Cares is also elevated each pulse by an increased value. The decay of Ca res takes
several hundred ms, so it is reasonable to assume an effect on vesicle replenishment during the
stimulus trains measured here.

If the increased Cares in the terminal plays a role in the increased facilitation observed in the
Eag1 KO cells, it should be possible to reduce the effect by decreasing Cares. The slow-binding
Ca2+ chelator EGTA in its membrane-permeable form has been used before to reduce
facilitation and speed the decay of the Cares signal at the PF-PC terminal (Atluri and Regehr,
1996). After incubation with 50µM of EGTA-AM, facilitation in the WT was greatly reduced at
all ISIs tested, proving the crucial role of Cares in facilitation at this synapse (Figure 20). In the
KO, the decrease was significantly smaller in all intervals. The facilitation was still larger than
in the WT, but not significantly. This suggests that Cares is indeed increased in the KO, but also
that it does not account for all of the difference observed. When stimulated with a 50Hz train,
facilitation continuously built up in both genotypes. However the KO values rose steeper and
were larger throughout the train (Figure 20C). This suggests that Cares in the KO builds up faster
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than in the WT, or that more Ca2+ enters the terminal than can be buffered by EGTA. As EGTA
saturates with Ca2+, an effect called “pseudofacilitation” can occur (Rozov et al., 2001). EGTA
gets progressively more saturated during each stimulus and the unbuffered Ca res increases with
each pulse. This “residual-Cares” adds to the “new Cares” and causes a progressive increase in
facilitation. This is supported by the observation that facilitation reaches the level of control
experiments after ~20 pulses and stays constant. There, EGTA would be fully saturated and
Cares would have reached equilibrium.
Another possibility to manipulate Cares is to alter the extracellular Ca2+ concentration. This
changes the Ca2+ influx and thus the amount of Ca2+ that stays in the terminal after the stimulus.
Above, I described the effect of a changed Cae on single EPSC amplitude. During a 50Hz train,
facilitation peaks at 1.5mM Cae (WT) or 1mM Cae (Eag1 KO, Figure 16C) and then decreases
with increasing Cae. In general, it has been described that facilitation increased with a decrease
in Cae, as the latter decreases the release probability and with that depression. Even studies at
the same synapse repeatedly reported different results (Kreitzer and Regehr, 2000; Foster et al.,
2005). However, these studies used rats that were about 10 days younger than the mice used in
this study and stimulated differently. Although this is not a satisfactory explanation for the
difference observed, it might be an influencing factor. Facilitation and depression interact at
synapses to shape the output (Tsodyks and Markram, 1997; Dittman et al., 2000), so by
removing one parameter one enhances the influence of the other. The reduction in depression
when the release probability is lowered leaves only facilitation to determine the response to a
train. When Cares, the most influential parameter is diminished, the net facilitation will also
decrease. In a synapse that initially has a very low release probability and shows little
depression during prolonged activity at high frequencies, like the PF-PC synapse described
here, depression might not play a major role during the first pulses (see also FIG8). Thus, the
reduced Cai together with the low Ca2+ cooperativity at low Cai (Rozov et al., 2001; Lou et al.,
2005) will result in a net decrease in facilitation. Accordingly, when Cae is increased, depression
starts to dominate the output, as seen in both WT and Eag1 KO. At 3 and 4mM Ca e WT and
Eag1 KO do not differ in their response to train stimulation. We can assume that the release
machinery and the postsynaptic receptors start to saturate so that the release cannot be further
enhanced by additional Ca2+ influx. In the Eag1 KO, the peak of facilitation is already reached
at 1mM Cae; all enhancements at lower and higher Cae were significantly smaller (FIG 14D). If
one assumes that due to increased Ca2+ influx Cares is also increased, the outcome of the
interplay between facilitation and depression is shifted towards lower Cae. Interestingly, the
peak of facilitation in the Eag1 KO is higher than the peak of the WT.
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Facilitation of calcium channels (5) has been implicated in shaping the postsynaptic response in
the calyx of Held (Borst and Sakmann, 1998; Cuttle et al., 1998; Forsythe et al., 1998; Ishikawa
et al., 2005; Xu and Wu, 2005). In the parallel fibre, this has not been found to be important for
shaping the release (Kreitzer and Regehr, 2000). In this study, no evidence for or against
facilitation of calcium currents is included, although one could explain the increase in Ca2+
influx observed by calcium imaging (Figure 21) also by an enhancement of calcium current.
The slightly increased Cares after the first and second pulse would stimulate facilitation of Ca 2+
channels more than observed by Kreitzer et al. (2000) and work together with the other
mechanisms triggered by Cares and a broadened action potential to enhance facilitation in the
Eag1 KO. However, this is only speculation, as no evidence exists.
Further, one could speculate that in the absence of Eag1, more calmodulin molecules are
available to interact with parts of the release or refill machinery, thus contributing to enhanced
release and possibly increased vesicle recycling. The proof or disproof of these assumptions
needs several intermediate assumptions and experiments, which were not addressed in this
work.

4.3 Summary
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The voltage-gated potassium channel Eag1 is expressed widely in the mammalian brain, yet
it had been almost exclusively studied in the context of its oncogenic potential. Its exact
subcellular localisation was subject to considerable disagreement. Studies using in-sito
hybridisation yielded different results than studies employing immunhistochemical methods. No
native Eag1 current had been recorded in a neuron, probably due to its presumably synaptic
localisation. No studies have investigated the physiological role of Eag1 in the CNS.

This study aimed at clarifying the functional subcellular localisation in neurons and
elucidating the physiological role of Eag1 in neuronal cells.

By immunoblotting with protein from subcellular fractions, it was possible to confirm the
predominantly synaptic localisation of Eag1. To be able to record native Eag1 currents, the rat
Calyx of Held was used. In 72% of the terminals, an Eag1-compatible current was identified by
the dependence of the activation kinetics on the prepulse holding potential. Further, the current
was partially blocked by an Eag1-specific antibody. No Eag1-like current was recorded in the
postsynaptic principal cells of the MNTB. This is the first recording of a native Eag1 current in
a neuron and shows a preferably presynaptic localisation of the channel.

Since Eag1 expression in the murine Calyx could not be confirmed, further analysis of its
physiological importance was conducted in the cerebellar cortex. The membrane properties and
evoked firing frequencies of granule- and Purkinje cells were not changed between WT and
Eag1 KO mice, as was expected after the confirmation of the synaptic localisation of Eag1. For
analysis of synaptic transmission, the parallel fibre – Purkinje cell synapse was chosen. While
the properties of the single EPSC were unchanged between WT and Eag1 KO mice, the KO
showed less change in reaction to changes in the extracellular Ca2+ concentration than the WT.
Further, facilitation at the parallel fibre – Purkinje cell synapse was increased in a frequencyand pulse dependent manner. This was accompanied by a broadening of the EPSC during the
train in Eag1 KO mice. Since facilitation is usually due to accumulation of residual calcium in
the synaptic terminal, EGTA-AM was used to capture residual calcium and thus reduce
facilitation. This was only partially achieved in the Eag1 KO, indicating that residual calcium
plays an important, but not the only role. Optical measurement of presynaptic calcium influx by
two-photon microscopy confirmed an increased Ca2+ influx into the presynaptic terminal, with
the difference between WT and Eag1 KO depending on the frequency and length of the
stimulating pulse train. Finally, fitting a model of synaptic plasticity to the data showed that a
decrease in release probability, as usually thought to cause increased facilitation, cannot account
for the time course of facilitation observed in the Eag1 KO mouse.
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The dependence of the activation kinetics on the membrane potential as well as the
presumed block of the channel by calmodulin give a rather short time window for Eag1 action,
which could explain the mild phenotype observed in Eag1 KO mice. However, no in-depth
screening for motor- or memory function defects in Eag1 KO mice has been performed, and
further behavioural studies might prove useful to further shed light on the function of Eag1 in
the CNS. Further, this study did not address possible non-canonical functions of Eag1, which
might be rooted in the intracellular signal-transducing domains of the channel.

In conclusion, I present here the first recording of a native Eag1 current in a neuron,
confirming its presynaptic localisation. Further, my data suggest a role for Eag1 in repolarising
the action potential during high-frequency trains, the extent of which is dependent on the
immediate past of the state of the synaptic membrane.
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